DISABILITY AND DELINQUENCY: HOW FAILURES TO IDENTIFY, ACCOMMODATE, AND SERVE YOUTH WITH EDUCATION-RELATED DISABILITIES LEADS TO THEIR DISPROPORTIONATE REPRESENTATION IN THE DELINQUENCY SYSTEM
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I. INTRODUCTION

This article is an attempt to understand at what points and in what ways school system and delinquency system personnel fail — in making decisions that affect children — to recognize and respond appropriately to children’s education-related disabilities. In order to consider those decisions and the roles of the decision-makers in a meaningful context, the article introduces and briefly reviews laws that entitle people with disabilities to services and accommodations and laws that proscribe discrimination against people with disabilities. In that regard, the analysis begins with an application of those laws to the question of preventive detention. The following section presents an overview of ways in which systemic failures to accommodate children with disabilities in the school system lead to disproportionate representation in the delinquency system. Next, turning to the principal focus, the article presents illustrative decisions made by, respectively, defense attorneys, intake probation officers, police officers, prosecutors, and judges. Thus, the reader is encouraged to consider whether disability rights laws require adults to alter their treatment of children with disabilities and whether those laws require different outcomes for children with disabilities in the delinquency system.

Large percentages of children in the delinquency system, as well as adults in the criminal system, are severely undereducated, and
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literacy skills in these populations are strikingly low.\(^1\) Speaking with delinquency system probation officers, one is likely to hear that no children in the caseloads are functioning at or above grade level. Reviewing educational records of children at juvenile incarceration facilities, one rarely sees evidence of academic success.

Poor educational performance among children in the delinquency system is, in significant part, a function of the high percentage of children in that system who have education-related disabilities and who, more particularly, have not received the benefit of appropriate, and effective special education services. Indeed, the majority of children in the juvenile delinquency system are children with education-related disabilities.\(^2\) The delinquency system disproportionately attracts children with education-related disabilities both because those children are more likely to engage in delinquent conduct than their non-disabled peers and because the adults responsible for educational and delinquency systems are more likely to label and treat children with education-related disabilities as delinquent.

Poor educational outcomes that are pervasive among children in the delinquency system constitute, in several respects, compelling evidence that school system and delinquency system personnel are failing to deliver appropriate educational services and failing to accommodate children with disabilities. The outcomes also, however, often reflect failure by school system and delinquency system personnel even to recognize education-related disabilities. These

\(^1\) Research Brief, *Education as Crime Prevention: Providing Education to Prisoners*, The Center on Crime, Communities & Culture 3-5 (Sept. 1997) [hereinafter cited as *Education as Crime Prevention*].

\(^2\) See e.g. Patricia Puritz & Mary Ann Scali, *Beyond the Walls: Improving Conditions of Confinement for Youth in Custody* 16-17 (Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Report 1998) (citing, *inter alia*, a meta-analysis conducted by Pamela Casey and Ingo Keilitz demonstrating that 35.6 percent juvenile offenders have learning disabilities, 12.6 percent have mental retardation, and adding that the percentage of juvenile offenders with emotional disturbances is not adequately documented); see Peter Leone et al., *Understanding the Overrepresentation of Youths with Disabilities in Juvenile Detention*, 3 D.C. L. Rev. 389 n. 2 (1995) (collecting citations, including Casey & Keilitz, regarding prevalence of disabilities among incarcerated youth); see also *Education as Crime Prevention* at 3 (citing R.J. Gemignani, *Juvenile Correctional Education: A Time for Change*, OJJDP Update on Research (bulletin of the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention) 2 (Oct. 1994)).
outcomes suggest, furthermore, that decision-makers guarding the
gates to the delinquency system generally, and to incarceration
facilities particularly, treat children with education-related disabilities
differently than children who are not disabled.

In vastly disproportionate numbers, children who are poor and
who are members of racial and ethnic minority groups populate the
delinquency system. The disproportionate numbers, moreover, reflect
the harsh reality that society imposes unequal and discriminatory
treatment upon poor children of color. Researchers and journalists
have documented the disproportionate representation and disparate,
discriminatory treatment of children based upon race and class. In
contrast, disproportionate representation and disparate, discriminatory
treatment within the delinquency system of children with disabilities
has not been sufficiently studied and documented. Estimates of the
correlation between delinquency and disabilities vary widely.

Commentators and analysts have propounded various theories to
explain why and how children with education-related disabilities are
over-represented in the delinquency system and, particularly, in
incarceration facilities. “Examples include the school failure theory,
the susceptibility theory, the differential treatment theory, and the

3. Jerome G. Miller, Last One over the Wall: The Massachusetts Experiment in
Closing Reform Schools 3-5 (Ohio St. Univ. Press 1991); see Jerome G. Miller, Search
and Destroy: African-American Males in the Criminal Justice System 4-9, 149-50
(1996) (presenting over-representation of minorities in the criminal system).

4. See generally National Council on Disability, Addressing the Needs of Youth
with Disabilities in the Juvenile Justice System: The Current Status of Evidence-Based
Research § 5.3, http://www.ncd.gov/newsroom/publications/ juvenile.html# (2003);
Robert B. Rutherford Jr. et al., Youth with Disabilities in the Corrections System:
Prevalence Rates and Identification Issues, National Ctr. on Education, Disabilities
and Juvenile Justice (July 2002) (available at http://www.air.org/ccci and
http://edjj.org).

People with disabilities suffer discrimination in incredibly high proportions and
in a pervasive range of ways, including exceedingly high rates of institutionalization.
See generally Robert L. Burgdorf Jr., The Americans with Disabilities Act: Analysis
and Implications of a Second-Generation Civil Rights Statute, 26 Harv. Civ. Rights.-

5. Leone et al., supra n. 2, at 389-90.

This article does not contain a social science defense or dismissal of the theories
that purport to explain disproportionate representation of children with disabilities in
the delinquency system; rather, the objective is to present an analysis of decision points
in the education system and in the delinquency system and to describe the
discriminatory impact of decisions that typically ensue.
metacognitive deficits hypothesis. [T]he school failure, susceptibility, and metacognitive explanations suggest that learning and behavioral characteristics of certain youths directly or indirectly lead to delinquent behavior . . . ."6 In contrast, the differential treatment thesis rests upon the premise that -- in processing and adjudicating children through the delinquency system -- people with official or legal authority make decisions that result in a disparate and more-punitive treatment of children who are disabled.7

People in positions of authority who make decisions that affect the categorization and treatment of children in the delinquency system are typically not sufficiently aware of the existence and nature of education-related disabilities. Compounding the problem, these same officials in many instances are not aware of their legal obligations to identify and accommodate children with disabilities. Thus, government officials in the school system and in the delinquency system uniformly fail to develop policies and programs aimed at identifying and serving children with disabilities.

Advocates and public officials have made substantial progress in recent years in reducing reliance on institutionalizing people in mental health and mental retardation systems; at the same time, the rate of incarceration in adult criminal and juvenile delinquency systems has soared, and the people incarcerated are predominantly people with disabilities. Thus, an irony of shifting institutionalization characterizes the current era. Part of the increase in incarceration is a shifting or indirect transferring, presumably unintentional, of people with severe and incapacitating disabilities from mental hospitals and mental retardation institutions to juvenile and adult incarceration facilities. Another significant component of the burgeoning incarceration population, however, is children and adults who have disabilities that are relatively less severe and incapacitating than persons traditionally institutionalized in the mental health and mental retardation systems.

Addressing the problems of incarcerating youth with mental health disorders, Senator Paul Wellstone made the following comments on the floor of the U.S. Senate:

---

6. *Id.* at 390.
7. *Id.*
Of the 100,000 children who are arrested and incarcerated each year, as many as 50 percent suffer from a mental or emotional disturbance.

Jails and detention centers often find they are unprepared to deal with these kids. For instance, medication that should be given is not given; medication that should be properly monitored is not properly monitored; and guards may not even know how to respond to some of these kids.

Why do so many youth with mental illness end up in the juvenile justice system? The truth of the matter is, we ought to, on the front end, do a much better job of assessing the problems of these kids and, for those who should not be incarcerated—some should—but for those who should not be incarcerated, look to alternatives.

We have not invested as a country—you could talk to anybody down in the trenches doing this work—adequately in the service programs and community prevention programs that will reduce the need for incarceration. Therefore, many of these kids wind up in these facilities. They are incredibly vulnerable. They do not get the care they absolutely have to get, and the consequences are tragic.

In some cases, abusive treatment of these children results directly from their being emotionally disturbed. Staff in the juvenile facilities fail to recognize the problem and, in fact, punish these children for the symptoms of their disorders. Children have been punished for requesting treatment or put in isolation when they refuse to accept treatment. One child in a boot camp was punished for making involuntary noises that were symptoms of Tourette’s syndrome. Mental disorders are being handled almost solely through discipline, isolation, and restraints, according to investigations by the U.S. Department of Justice and human rights groups.8

II. LAWS THAT DEFINE AND UPHOLD RIGHTS OF CHILDREN WITH EDUCATION-RELATED DISABILITIES

A. THE INDIVIDUALS WITH DISABILITIES EDUCATION ACT

Under the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA), each state must provide a “free appropriate public education” to all children between the ages of three and twenty-one, inclusive, who have disabilities and who reside within the state. To be eligible under the IDEA to receive services, a child (1) must have a disability specifically enumerated in the Act and (2) must require, as a result of that disability, special education. The term “free appropriate public education” means “special education,” provided without cost to the parent, designed to meet “the unique needs of a child with a disability.” In addition to academic instruction, the child may be entitled to “related services,” i.e., services necessary to “assist a child with a disability to benefit from special education.” The law also requires that school personnel provide, for any student fourteen years of age and older, “transition services” to assist the student with a disability to prepare for productive “post-school activities.”

The special education process involves several discrete steps, including identification, evaluation, programming and placement. First, states are obligated to have a system by which all children with disabilities residing within the state are “identified, located and evaluated.” Advocates and commentators commonly refer to the provisions regarding identifying and locating children as the “child

9. 20 U.S.C. § 1412(a)(1)(A) (2000); 34 C.F.R. §§ 300.121, 300.300(a) (2003). Note that the 1997 amendments to the law specifically include children “who have been suspended or expelled from school.” Id.
10. 20 U.S.C § 1401(3)(A) (2000); 34 C.F.R. § 300.7(a)(1) (2003). The specific disabilities are: mental retardation, hearing impairments, speech or language impairments, visual impairments, serious emotional disturbance, orthopedic impairments, autism, traumatic brain injury, other health impairments, and specific learning disabilities.
11. 20 U.S.C § 1401(8); see also § 1401(25) (defining “special education”).
12. 20 U.S.C § 1401(22); 34 C.F.R. § 300.22(b) (2003).
Once identified, the child must be evaluated to determine whether the child has a disability and, if so, to determine the child’s educational needs. The evaluation procedures must meet statutory criteria for fairness, accuracy, and completeness. Indeed, a parent is entitled to receive through the school system free evaluations of the child that cover any area of suspected disability. “Each public agency shall ensure that a full and individual evaluation is conducted for each child being considered for special education and related services under Part B of the Act-- to determine if the child is a ‘child with a disability’ under § 300.7; and to determine the educational needs of the child.” “A parent also has the right to an independent educational evaluation at public expense if the parent disagrees with an evaluation obtained by the public agency.” Such evaluations must be conducted in the child’s primary language.

If the evaluations establish that the child is eligible for special education and related services, school personnel, including teachers and evaluators, together with the parent and with the child, must develop an Individualized Education Program (IEP) to remediate the child’s weaknesses. The IEP is a written document that states the specific special education, related services, and transition services to which the child is entitled. The Supreme Court has held that an IEP

17. The parent is entitled to free evaluations of the child through school in any area of suspected disability. See generally 20 U.S.C. § 1414.
18. 34 C.F.R. § 300.320(a)(1)-(2) (2003).
22. 20 U.S.C. § 1414 (d)(1)(A); 34 C.F.R. § 300.340(a) (2003). The IEP must include (1) a statement of the child’s present level of educational performance; (2) a statement of annual educational goals and objectives; (3) the special education and related services which will be provided; (4) an explanation of the extent to which the child will not be able to participate with nondisabled students in regular education; (5) any modifications the child requires in order to participate in the administration of statewide assessments; (6) the projected dates for the commencement and the completion of services; (7) transition services (if age appropriate); and (8) a statement of how progress will be measured. 20 U.S.C. § 1414(d)(1)(A)(i)-(viii).
must both (1) comply with the procedures under the Act and (2) be substantively sufficient to confer some educational benefit to the child in order to be “appropriate” within the meaning of the Act.\textsuperscript{23} “Educational benefit” ordinarily should be interpreted to mean that a child makes standard progress from grade to grade toward the normal goal of timely graduation from high school.\textsuperscript{24} The team must reconvene and draft an IEP at least annually.\textsuperscript{25}

Each public agency shall ensure that the IEP team-- reviews the child’s IEP periodically, but not less than annually, to determine whether the annual goals for the child are being achieved; and revises the IEP as appropriate to address-- (i) any lack of expected progress toward the annual goals described in 34 C.F.R. § 300.347(a)(2), and in the general curriculum, if appropriate; (ii) the results of any reevaluation conducted under 34 C.F.R. § 300.536(b); (iii) information about the child provided to, or by, the parents, as described in 34 C.F.R. § 300.533(a)(1); (iv) the child’s anticipated needs; or (v) other matters.\textsuperscript{26}

Once the team members have developed an appropriate IEP, the team must consider, and school personnel must propose, an educational placement for the child.\textsuperscript{27} The placement decision must be made annually, must be based on the child’s IEP, and must be as close to the child’s home as possible.\textsuperscript{28} In determining the placement, school personnel must ensure that the child is, to the maximum extent appropriate, educated with children who are not disabled.\textsuperscript{29} Taken together, these two requirements (educating with non-disabled peers to


The Act is replete with procedural protections designed to ensure the parent’s informed, equal participation in the process, such as notice, consent, the right to an independent evaluation of the child’s needs, and the right to challenge the school’s proposed placement and program. Pub. L. No. 105-17, § 615, 111 Stat. 37 (1997). In Rowley, the Court held that “Congress placed every bit as much emphasis upon compliance with the procedures . . . as it did upon the measurement of the resulting IEP against a substantive standard.” 458 U.S. at 205-206.

\textsuperscript{24} Rowley, 458 U.S. at 203.


\textsuperscript{26} 34 C.F.R. § 300.343(c)(1)-(2).

\textsuperscript{27} 20 U.S.C. § 1414(f).

\textsuperscript{28} 34 C.F.R. § 300.552(b)(1)-(3) (2003).

the greatest extent possible and educating close to home) form the core of the right to receive an education in the “least restrictive environment.” School system officials also must ensure that “a continuum of alternative placements is available to meet the needs of children with disabilities.”

The IDEA is a civil rights statute that emanated and evolved from the history and precedents of racial desegregation of public schools. Rules that are explicit in the IDEA or that appear in caselaw interpreting the IDEA preclude most expulsions and suspensions of children with disabilities from school. These rules reflect the fact that, historically, school authorities routinely excluded children with disabilities from public schools.

Before excluding a child from school as a response to allegedly improper conduct, school officials must “prove the case” against the child (i.e., conduct a constitutionally-adequate hearing establishing that the child did the bad act(s), that the conduct violated the school’s rules, and that the conduct is sanctionable). If the child has been identified as eligible for special education, school personnel who are considering whether to exclude the child from school through school discipline proceedings also must explore with the parents, teachers, and experts whether the child’s allegedly improper behavior is a manifestation of the child’s disability.

If the behavior is a manifestation, then the school system personnel must find a way to address that behavior rather than to exclude the child from school or remove the child to a different

---

30. 34 C.F.R. § 300.551(a) (2003).
32. E.g. id. at 323 (interpreting the “stay-put” provision (codified at the time of the decision at 20 U.S.C. § 1415(e)(3); now at 20 U.S.C. § 1415(j)), the Supreme Court noted that “Congress very much meant to strip schools of the unilateral authority they had traditionally employed to exclude disabled students, particularly emotionally disturbed students, from school.”). See also statutory and regulatory provisions cited supra n. 29.
34. See generally 34 C.F.R. §§ 300.519-529, 300.121(d), 300.507-512 (2003); but see 34 C.F.R. §§ 300.520(a), 519(b) (removal for up to ten consecutive or non-consecutive days does not constitute a change in placement and does not require same level of procedural protections).
35. See 34 C.F.R. §§ 300.523-524; cf. 34 C.F.R. § 300.527 (protections for children not yet determined eligible for special education services).
educational placement. If the behavior is a manifestation of the disability and also falls into one of the statutorily-defined categories that demonstrate dangerousness or otherwise justifies exclusion (drug offenses, weapons and other dangerous offenses), school system personnel may be authorized to place the child temporarily (a period not to exceed forty-five calendar days) in an alternative placement. The child, nonetheless, must receive appropriate special education services, as designated in the child’s IEP, in the alternative placement. If the behavior is not a manifestation of the child’s disability, the child may be subject to the same disciplinary exclusion as a non-disabled child; on the other hand, the child with a disability still must receive during the period of exclusion a free appropriate public education.

A removal of the child from school for more than ten days is a ‘change in placement’ under special education law and, as such, triggers a number of procedural protections. School system personnel also must provide services in accordance with 34 C.F.R. § 300.121(d). They also must conduct a functional behavioral assessment and implement a behavioral intervention plan, if one was not done to address the behavior prior to the exclusion and change of placement. If, on the other hand, a functional behavioral assessment and a behavioral intervention plan for the child were in place before the behavior that resulted in the child’s removal from school, then the IEP team must meet to review the plan and its implementation and modify the plan and its implementation in a manner that is appropriate to address the behavior.

If school system personnel do not meet the obligations under the Act to appropriately identify, evaluate, program for, or place a child with a disability, the parent can pursue private special education and

36. Cf. 34 C.F.R. §§ 300.121(d)(1)-(3) & 300.523(d).
37. 34 C.F.R. § 300.520(a)(2)(i)-(ii).
38. 34 C.F.R. §§ 300.522, 300.121(d).
39. 34 C.F.R. § 300.524(a).
40. See 34 C.F.R. § 300.121(d).
41. 34 C.F.R. § 300.519; see also Honig, 484 U.S. at 326 n.8.
42. See 34 C.F.R. §§ 300.523-528.
43. 34 C.F.R. § 300.520(a)(1)(i).
44. 34 C.F.R. § 300.520(b)(1)(i).
45. 34 C.F.R. § 300.520(b)(1)(ii).
related services at public expense.\textsuperscript{46} Prior to Congressional codification of this remedy in the 1997 amendments to the IDEA, the United States Supreme Court, in \textit{Burlington School Committee v. Massachusetts Department of Education},\textsuperscript{47} ruled that a parent might have a right to reimbursement from the public school system for private school tuition.\textsuperscript{48} Furthermore, the school system cannot veto an appropriate private placement by requiring that such a placement meet specific school system standards.\textsuperscript{49} A parent who prevails in a challenge to the school system’s identification, evaluation, program or placement of the child may recover attorneys’ fees from the school system.\textsuperscript{50} In addition to seeking reimbursement for private services, the parents may seek “compensatory education” to redress any period of time that the child was eligible for, but did not receive, special education services.\textsuperscript{51} School system personnel are responsible also for lining up other public agencies to provide related services, transition services, and the like.\textsuperscript{52}

Under the IDEA, the parents are entitled to enforce the procedural and substantive rights regarding a child’s education, but a child who is eighteen years old or above may independently assert IDEA rights.\textsuperscript{53} When a parent inquires about a child’s lack of progress in school, school system personnel should inform the parent of these special education rights (including the right to have the child evaluated).\textsuperscript{54}

\textsuperscript{46} See 34 C.F.R. § 300.403(c) (2003) (“[A] court or hearing officer may require the agency to reimburse the parents for the cost of that [private school] enrollment if . . . the agency had not made FAPE available to the child in a timely manner prior to that enrollment and . . . the private placement is appropriate.”). The equivalent statutory authority is at 20 U.S.C. § 1412(a)(10)(C)(ii).
\textsuperscript{47} 471 U.S. 359 (1985).
\textsuperscript{48} Id. at 369-70.
\textsuperscript{49} 34 C.F.R. § 300.403(c) (“placement may be found to be appropriate by a hearing officer or a court even if it does not meet the State standards that apply to education provided by the SEA and LEAs”); \textit{Florence County Sch. Dist. Four v. Carter}, 510 U.S. 7, 14 (1993).
\textsuperscript{50} 20 U.S.C. § 1415(i)(3)(B); 34 C.F.R. § 300.513(a) (2003).
\textsuperscript{52} See e.g. 34 C.F.R. § 300.142(a)-(b) (2003). Remarkably, if another public agency fails to provide services or pay for the services, the school system must ensure that the services are in place. \textit{Id.} at § 300.142(b)(2).
\textsuperscript{53} See 34 C.F.R. § 300.517(a) (2003).
\textsuperscript{54} The “child find” provision, 34 C.F.R. § 300.125, places an affirmative obligation on the school system to identify children with disabilities who are eligible
B. SECTION 504 OF THE REHABILITATION ACT

Section 504 of The Rehabilitation Act\(^{55}\) prohibits discrimination on the basis of disability within any program that receives federal funding. The fundamental elements of a claim under the Rehabilitation Act are that: (1) the plaintiffs are disabled as defined by the statute; (2) they are otherwise qualified for the program, activity, or benefit at issue; (3) they have been excluded from the program, activity or benefit solely by reason of their disabilities; and (4) the program, activity or benefit is funded by federal financial assistance.\(^{56}\)

Children with disabilities who are not necessarily eligible under the IDEA (because the disability does not substantially affect the child’s academic functioning or because the disability is not listed under the IDEA) may qualify for protection in the school setting under Section 504.\(^{57}\) Section 504 also applies to state and local government delinquency facilities that receive federal funding.\(^{58}\)

---

55. The Rehabilitation Act of 1973, § 504, is codified at 29 U.S.C. § 794 (2000). Section 794(a) reads, in relevant part, as follows:

No otherwise qualified individual with a disability in the United States, as defined in section 705(20) of this title, shall, solely by reason of her or his disability, be excluded from the participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance or under any program or activity conducted by any Executive agency or by the United States Postal Service.


58. Puritz & Scali, supra n. 2, at 18-19 (Table: “Recent Class Action Litigation Involving Educational Claims for Students With Disabilities in Juvenile Correctional Facilities,” providing, inter alia, whether the case includes IDEA claims, Section 504 claims, or both).
C. The Americans with Disabilities Act

In 1990, Congress passed the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), a comprehensive anti-discrimination package that is commonly regarded as the most important civil rights enactment in a generation. The principal purposes of the ADA are “to provide a clear and comprehensive national mandate for the elimination of discrimination against individuals with disabilities . . . [and] to provide clear, strong, consistent, enforceable standards addressing discrimination against individuals with disabilities . . . .” The ADA reinforces and vastly extends Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act by covering entities that receive federal funds, as well as entities that do not receive federal funds; the ADA specifically covers businesses and public accommodations that engage in inter-state commerce, as well as providers of public transportation.

In relation to the accountability and responsibility of decision-makers in juvenile delinquency systems and in the public school systems, the most important provisions of the ADA are in Title II. This title or subchapter of the ADA addresses public services and prohibits, in that context, discrimination against people with disabilities. Specifically, the Act contains the following provision: “[N]o qualified individual with a disability shall, by reason of such disability, be excluded from participation in or be denied the benefits of the services, programs, or activities of a public entity, or be subjected to discrimination by any such entity.”

Regulations promulgated by the Department of Justice pursuant to the ADA provide further detail, clarifying that the Act prohibits public entities from denying participation or offering unequal participation based upon disability. Similarly, the regulations

59. Burgdorf, supra n. 4, at 413-14.
61. See e.g. Marisol A. v. Guiliani, 929 F. Supp. 662, 684 (S.D.N.Y. 1996) (ADA broader than Section 504 in that it prohibits discrimination by state agencies whether or not they receive federal funds).
64. 42 U.S.C. § 12132.
prohibit providing to a qualified person with a disability an aid, benefit, or services that is “not as effective in affording equal opportunity to obtain the same result, to gain the same benefit, or to reach the same level of achievement as that provided to others.”66 The regulations prohibit the use of “criteria or methods of administration” that have the effect of excluding or otherwise discriminating.67

The regulations prohibit discrimination by a public entity not only in its own operation but also in conjunction with another public entity.68 These regulations clarify, in addition, that public entities are subject to the anti-discrimination mandate of the Act in providing aid, benefit, or service either directly or indirectly.69 State and local governments, therefore, cannot -- by contracting, licensing, and or making other arrangements -- sidestep their obligations to accommodate people with disabilities and to avoid discrimination based on disability.70 Significantly, the regulations require the administration of “services, programs, and activities in the most integrated setting appropriate to the needs of qualified individuals with disabilities.”71

Public entities are required, under the regulations, to evaluate and modify services, policies, and practices that do not or may not meet the non-discrimination mandates of the ADA.72 The requirement to evaluate became effective one year after January 26, 1992, the effective date of the regulations.73 The regulations require that the public entity “make the necessary modifications” to come into compliance.74

As to communications, the regulations require that a public entity accommodate persons with disabilities in order to ensure communications that are essentially equally effective with communications with non-disabled participants, applicants, and members of the public.75 The accommodations might necessarily

66. Id. at § 35.130(b)(1)(iii).
67. Id. at § 35.130(b)(3).
68. Id. at § 35.130(b)(3)(ii).
69. Id. at § 35.130(b)(1).
70. Id. at § 35.130(b)(6).
71. 28 C.F.R. at § 35.130(d).
72. Id. at § 35.130(a).
73. 28 C.F.R. 35.105(a) (2003).
74. Id.
75. 28 C.F.R. § 35.160(a) (2003).
include providing auxiliary aids and services.\textsuperscript{76}

Title II of the ADA makes the act applicable to all state and local
governments, including all sub-divisions -- departments, agencies, and
authorities -- of state and local governments.\textsuperscript{77} The governmental
entity need not be receiving federal funds to be covered under the
ADA.\textsuperscript{78} Thus, the ADA proscribes discrimination by, for example, all
police departments, probation departments, prosecutors, school boards,
and courts.\textsuperscript{79}

Substantive actions taken or decisions made by judges are likely
governed by the ADA’s anti-discrimination mandates;\textsuperscript{80} yet judicial
actions, much like those of legislators, engender specific concerns and
might raise some specific exceptions.

Since the statutory language does not limit its application to
executive activities of state and local governments, judicial and
legislative actions may also be subject to the nondiscrimination
requirements of the Act. For example if a jurisdiction refuses to
permit deaf individuals to serve on juries, or if a legislative
committee has a policy against allowing people with cerebral
palsy or mental retardation to testify as witnesses at its hearings,
these practices may be subject to scrutiny under the ADA as
activities of an agency or instrumentality of state or local
government. Arguably, the coverage of the Act may extend even
to substantive legislative and judicial actions of state and local
governments. A state law or local ordinance that blatantly
discriminates against a class of individuals with disabilities
presumably would be subject to challenge under the statute.
Likewise, a judge whose rulings evince prejudice or malice
against litigants on account of their disability would be within the
purview of the statute. Of course, such scrutiny of judicial and
legislative acts must be tempered by constraints of federalism
inherent in the Constitution of the United States, and must be

\textsuperscript{76}. Id. at § 35. 160(b)(1)(2003); see also 28 C.F.R. § 35.104(1)-(4) (2003)
(definition of “auxiliary aids and services”).

\textsuperscript{77}. “Public entity” is defined in Title II the ADA as, in relevant part, “(A) any State
or local government; [and] (B) any department, agency, special purpose district, or
other instrumentality of a State or States or local government . . . .” 42 U.S.C. § 12131.

\textsuperscript{78}. Marisol A., 929 F. Supp. at 684.

\textsuperscript{79}. See Burgdorf, supra n. 4, at 465.

\textsuperscript{80}. Id. at 465 n. 266.
carried out with due regard for principles of legislative and judicial immunity where applicable.  

The ADA provides for federal oversight of state and local compliance with standards prohibiting discrimination based upon disability.  

The Act also ensures that state and local government entities cannot claim immunity against ADA-based lawsuits that are properly filed in federal or state courts. In addition, the Act provides for private causes of action and, at 42 U.S.C. § 12205, allows courts or agencies to award to prevailing parties in a lawsuit or administrative action “a reasonable attorney’s fee, including litigation expenses, and costs.”

Title II prohibits discrimination by state and local government personnel against an individual with a disability (1) if the individual is “qualified”, in the sense that, absent discrimination, the person would qualify for the governmental program, service, benefit, or treatment and (2) if the discrimination is “by reason of such disability.” The ADA definition of “disability” covers “(A) a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or more of the major life activities . . . ; (B) a record of such an impairment; or (C) being regarded as having such an impairment.” This definition protects people with a wide range of physical and mental impairments. Specific conditions covered include, for example, visual, speech, and hearing impairments, as well as mental retardation and emotional illness. “[C]aring for one’s self, . . . seeing, hearing, speaking, learning, and working” are among the major life activities to which the definition of “disability” refers. The denial of opportunities may be the result of other people’s attitudes towards the disability rather than as an

81. Id. at 465-66 n.266.
82. See 42 U.S.C. § 12101(b) (one purpose of act is to ensure central role of federal government in enforcement of standards against discrimination on the basis of disability).
84. See Burgdorf, supra n. 4, at 468.
85. Id. at 491.
87. 42 U.S.C. § 12102(2).
88. 28 C.F.R. § 35.104 (defining “disability”).
89. See id. at 35.104(2) (defining “major life activities”).
inherently limiting quality of the disability. 90

Title II prohibits exclusion of people with disabilities, denial of benefits to people with disabilities, and discrimination against people with disabilities. 91 Thus, the ADA protects the right of access of persons with disabilities to state and local government activities, programs, and services. 92 State and local governments are responsible for providing auxiliary aids and services and for otherwise making reasonable modifications to rules, policies, and practices in order to remove architectural, communication, or transportation barriers to facilities, services, and communications for people with disabilities. 93

III. APPLICATION OF THE LAW TO DECISIONS TO PREVENTIVELY DETAIN CHILDREN WITH DISABILITIES

To illustrate the application of laws that define and uphold rights of children with education-related disabilities, this section presents a consideration of whether disproportionate pre-trial (preventive) detention of children with disabilities constitutes discrimination. This brief analysis illustrates how the law might address a wide array of issues regarding whether people in the school system and delinquency system make decisions that affect children with education-related disabilities in a manner that is discriminatory.

In the context of an action challenging pre-trial detention, children with disabilities who are either receiving special education services or who claim to be in need of special education services should be considered “disabled” within the meaning of the ADA and Section 504. 94 Eligibility for special education and related services is premised on the student’s having both a specific disability and the disability “adversely affecting” the student’s ability to learn. 95 In the context of class actions challenging the conditions of detention (rather than the fact of detention itself), courts have found in a number of cases that juveniles claiming to be eligible for special education services under the IDEA also have “disabilities” within the meaning of the

90. See id. at § 35.104(4) (defining “regarded as having an impairment”).
92. Id. at 466.
93. Id. at 467.
94. See generally Colker et al., supra n. 57, at 285-93.
95. See 34 C.F.R. § 300.7(a)(1).
Rehabilitation Act. The phrase “otherwise qualified” has been the subject of extensive interpretation and litigation even prior to the passage of the ADA. The regulations under the ADA provide that the term “qualified” (dropping the unnecessary adjective “otherwise”) means a person with a disability who, with or without reasonable modifications to the program, “meets the essential eligibility requirements for the receipt of services or the participation in program or activities. . . .” Similar regulations exist under the Rehabilitation Act. Much of the litigation on this subject has centered on discrimination in employment and education decisions; the critical elements of the phrase, however, are applicable to any context.

The U.S. Supreme Court, in *Olmstead v. L.C.*, addressed the question whether unwarranted institutionalization of people with mental disabilities violates Title II of the ADA. A majority of the justices answered with a “qualified ‘yes’”, finding that the ADA requires a state to place persons with mental disabilities in community settings rather than in institutions when, as under the facts of that case, the state’s own treatment professionals had acknowledged that the less restrictive placement was appropriate and the individuals affected did not oppose the transfer to the less restrictive placement. As primary support, the majority cited the Congressional intention in the ADA to stop the serious and pervasive discrimination of isolation and segregation of people with disabilities. The Supreme Court opinion also balances the requirement that a state provide reasonable accommodations to persons with disabilities with the limitation that, in complying with the ADA, a state need not fundamentally alter the nature of a program. Thus, based on this “fundamental alteration”

---

98. 28 C.F.R. § 35.104.
100. *Id.* at 587.
101. *Id.*
102. *Id.* at 602-03.
103. *Id.* at 588-89. The opinion references, as well, the “integration regulation” at 28 C.F.R. § 35.130(d), but the holding does not rest on that regulation. *Id.* at 592-93.
104. See *id.* at 602-03.
limitation, the Supreme Court in *Olmstead v. L.C.* struck a balance that fell short of mandating that states close large institutions. The Court tacitly recognized, in effect, that state government officials and legislators in many states will continue to fund an array of services that includes both institutions and community-based residential and non-residential services.

Without a doubt, the ADA does apply to prisons and to access by people with disabilities to programs, services, and benefits that allow for a person to shorten incarceration time. The Supreme Court in *Pennsylvania Department of Corrections v. Yeskey*, answered these questions directly. Title II of the ADA covers prisons and benefits, programs, and services potentially available to prisoners. Mr. Yeskey sought admission to a boot camp program, the successful completion of which could have reduced significantly his incarceration time. State government officials rejected his request based upon his having a medical condition (hypertension). The Supreme Court found that this state action violated the ADA.

The *Yeskey* ruling, under any reasonable interpretation, requires that a state must not discriminate in providing programs, services, and benefits that allow a person not only to shorten, but also to avoid incarceration altogether. Similarly, by declaring prisoners covered...
by the ADA, Yeskey necessarily means that the ADA covers children who face incarceration in juvenile facilities. As noted in Olmstead v. L.C., citing to the “findings and purposes” provisions (42 U.S.C. §§ 12101(a)(2), (3), (5)) of the ADA, that Act constitutes the first time that Congress explicitly declared segregation and persistent institutionalization of persons with disabilities as discriminatory.

Certainly, one should anticipate that litigators will now seek, using the recent Olmstead and Yeskey rulings, to challenge the placement of young people with disabilities in incarceration facilities and, more specifically, to argue that children are “qualified” for release based upon reasonable accommodations that include participation in programs and services.

Few, if any, cases prior to Olmstead and Yeskey directly address whether a juvenile with a disability is, but for the disability, “qualified” for pre-trial release. Cases arising in analogous contexts will be instructive regarding whether the detention and incarceration of particular children with disabilities in delinquency institutions violates the ADA and Section 504. In the case of children with disabilities committed to the state as foster children, for example, one court has ruled that the state’s practice of institutionalizing these children, rather than giving them access to the community placements available to their

programs, or activities of a public entity” within the meaning of the ADA. Armstrong, 124 F.3d at 1023-24 (quoting Crawford, 115 F.3d at 483 (internal citation omitted) (alteration in original)); see also Yeskey, 524 U.S. at 209. Certainly, if “prisoners do not park [their rights against discrimination] at the prison gates,” Armstrong, 124 F.3d at 1025 (quoting Crawford, 115 F.3d at 486), pretrial detainees do not do so either. See Gorman, 152 F.3d at 913 (holding that wheelchair-bound arrestee has valid claim under ADA where local police “denied him the benefit of post-arrest transportation appropriate in light of his disability”).

114. Cf. Alexander S. v. Boyd, 876 F. Supp. 773, 803 (D.S.C. 1995) (pre-Yeskey case containing finding that “all three laws [IDEA, Section 504, and the ADA] apply to the [juvenile incarceration] facilities operated by [the Department of Juvenile Justice]”); In re R.M., 661 A.2d 1277, 1285-86 (N.J. 1995) (ruling under state disability law that the court in a delinquency case may not incarcerate a child who is developmentally disabled). But compare generally Schall v. Martin, 467 U.S. 253, 265 (1984) (significance of children’s liberty interest “must be qualified by the recognition that juveniles, unlike adults, are always in some form of custody”) with id. at 289-90 (Marshall, J., dissenting) (“The majority’s arguments do not survive scrutiny. Its characterization of preventive detention as merely a transfer of custody from a parent or guardian to the State is difficult to take seriously. Surely there is a qualitative difference between imprisonment and the condition of being subject to the supervision and control of an adult who has one’s best interests at heart.”).

non-disabled peers, might constitute discrimination under the Rehabilitation Act and ADA. Specifically, in denying the State’s motion to dismiss, the Court stated that the sub-class of foster children with disabilities stated a claim against the local youth services agency by alleging that the agency “discriminates against these children by segregating them in institutions which isolate them from non-disabled children, and by denying them services and placement opportunities comparable to those available to non-disabled children.” At this stage in Eric L., the State apparently had not advanced any argument that the children’s disabilities somehow rendered them unqualified for less restrictive and community placements. While a complaint alleging that juveniles with disabilities who are qualified, with reasonable accommodations, for release are being detained in violation of the ADA would survive a motion to dismiss, one can anticipate that representatives of the state would claim that these children are not, in fact, qualified for release.

With regard to pre-trial detention, a prosecutor certainly could argue, and a judge might legitimately find, that a child who is disabled is not qualified for release. Researchers have advanced, among other theories, a theory that children with disabilities are overrepresented in the delinquency system because they are more susceptible to committing delinquent acts than their non-disabled peers. For example, a youth who has been diagnosed as having a

116. Eric L., 848 F. Supp. at 313-14 (denying state’s motion to dismiss as to Section 504 and ADA claims); accord Marisol A., 929 F. Supp. at 684-85.
118. See generally id. at 313-14 (denial of defendants’ motion to dismiss suggesting, in essence, that plaintiffs sufficiently stated prima facie case; case contains no discussion of counter assertions by defendants).
119. Cf. Easley v. Snider, 36 F.3d 297 (3d Cir. 1994) (requirement that persons with disabilities be “mentally alert” in order to participate in attendant care program not discriminatory—persons who were not mentally alert were not otherwise qualified for the program; admitting those persons who were not mentally alert would fundamentally alter the nature of the program).
120. E.g. Leone et al., supra n. 2, at 390; but cf. generally David Osher et al., Schools Make a Difference: The Overrepresentation of African American Youth in Special Education and the Juvenile Justice System, in Racial Inequity in Special Education 93, 99-100 (Daniel J. Losen & Gary Orfield eds., Harv. Educ. Press 2002) (documenting that high instance of children on probation, in incarceration, and in residential treatment are children with emotional disturbance, and concluding that the educational system is allowing children with or at risk for [serious emotional disturbance] to be funneled into delinquency placements rather than supporting their
serious emotional disturbance characterized by violent outbursts might well be dangerous, and thus subject to detention under local statutes and rules. Similarly, a youth with mental retardation might be susceptible to peer pressure to participate in criminal activity and might also be considered dangerous, and thus subject to detention. A youth with a severe learning disability might not fully apprehend the nature and consequences of the delinquent behavior, and thus might pose a dangerous risk for repeating such behavior in the community. Even if these characterizations are true or can be proven in a particular case, the children would be “qualified” for release if a reasonable accommodation can be made so that they can remain in the community. Thus, appropriate special education and related services might be a reasonable accommodation that would enable qualified youth with disabilities to remain in the community. One means of accomplishing such an accommodation on a broad scale would be for the Court to modify its intake procedure to screen children for disabilities as they enter the juvenile system and to refer them to the responsible local agencies for services. Such a procedure would be consistent with the requirements of the Rehabilitation Act and the ADA, as well as with the IDEA and, most likely, with local court rules.

Proving that otherwise qualified individuals with disabilities have been excluded from a program by reason of their disabilities creates a

---

121. Children of below-average intelligence, particularly younger children, are also likely not to be competent to stand trial. This finding applies particularly to children facing adjudication in an adult criminal setting. See generally Thomas Grisso et al., Juveniles’ Competence to Stand Trial: A Comparison of Adolescents’ and Adults’ Capacities as Trial Defendants, 27 Law & Hum. Behav. 333, 333-63 (2003); Summary, The MacArthur Juvenile Adjudicative Competence Study (available at http://www.mac-adoldev-juvjustice.org/competence%20study%20summary.pdf).

122. State and local law typically provides that, even if detention appears justified based on dangerousness or risk of flight, the court should determine whether the child could receive sufficient supervision at home and in the community to justify release. See e.g. D.C. Super. Ct. Juv. R. 106(a)(5) (when detention justified, court “may nevertheless consider whether the [child’s] living arrangements and degree of supervision might justify release pending adjudication”).
difficult issue of proof in actions under the Rehabilitation Act and the ADA. Plaintiffs need not establish discriminatory intent to make an initial showing of discrimination. Courts have often recognized that discrimination based on disability may be less a product of malicious intent than of dated notions of disability and misunderstandings. Conduct that results from these faulty understandings, nonetheless, may be discriminatory. Certainly, one would not likely be able to establish that judges, in rendering detention decisions, are motivated by discriminatory animus against children with disabilities. Yet children with disabilities are consistently overrepresented in the population that judges decide to detain. This disparate impact on children who are disabled -- as contrasted with intentional discrimination -- may establish a violation of Section 504 and the ADA. The Supreme Court’s decision in Alexander v. Choate leaves unclear whether proof of a disparate impact will suffice to establish discrimination.

123. E.g. Alexander v. Choate, 469 U.S. 287, 296-97 (1985); Helen L. v. DiDario, 46 F.3d 325, 335 (3d Cir. 1994) (citing Alexander, 469 U.S. at 296-97); McWright v. Alexander, 982 F.2d 222, 227-29 (7th Cir. 1992) (all discussing disparate impact and disparate treatment as substitutes for discriminatory intent).

124. E.g. Alexander, 469 U.S. at 295-96.

125. See id. at 295-97.

126. See generally National Council on Disability, supra n. 4; Rutherford, Jr. et al., supra n. 4.

127. In Alexander, the Supreme Court “[assumed] without deciding that section 504 reaches at least some conduct that has an unjustifiable disparate impact upon the handicapped,” Alexander, 469 U.S. at 299, but concluded that the cap on Medicaid services was not such a case. Id. at 302. The Court reasoned that the limitation on services, neutral on its face, “does not invoke criteria that have a particular exclusionary effect on the handicapped.” Id. Nor, the Court held, did the limitation on services deny individuals with disabilities meaningful access to the program’s benefits in that the Medicaid program itself is designed only to achieve “the amorphous objective of ‘adequate health care,’” rather than health care “precisely tailored” to meet the needs of the recipients. Id. at 302-03. Moreover, the Court found that there was no evidence that any of the illnesses generally associated with disabilities could not be treated within the new limitations on services. Id. at 302. Thus, while it was undisputed that persons with disabilities disproportionately require longer hospital stays than nondisabled persons, the Court found that the cap on services was not discriminatory. Id. at 289-90, 302, 304-305.

Once a disparate impact is established, the defendants must come forward with a legitimate, non-discriminatory reason for the disparate impact. Cf. e.g. Davidson v. America Online, Inc., 337 F.3d 1179, 1189 (10th Cir. 2003) (in disparate treatment analysis in ADA employment discrimination case, burden shifts to defendant to establish non-discriminatory reason if plaintiff demonstrates prima facie case on each element); but cf. generally Daniel J. Losen & Kevin G. Welner, Legal Challenges to
light of the dramatic disproportionality in over-identifying, misidentifying, and under-serving African-American children in the special education system, advocates should explore combining disability and racial discrimination theories.\textsuperscript{128}

In the context of pre-trial detention, the only legitimate justifications for the disparate impact of the disproportionate pre-trial detention of juveniles with disabilities are that the children with disabilities present, proportionately, a greater risk of flight and are more dangerous.\textsuperscript{129} Indeed, one might surmise that a greater risk of

\begin{quote}
\textsuperscript{128} Losen & Welner, \textit{supra} n. 127, at 180-84.  
\textsuperscript{129} Fundamentally, regarding preventive detention based on a claim that a child is dangerous, prosecutors should seek detention and judges should order detention based solely upon demonstrable evidence of previous dangerous conduct by the accused child. \textit{See generally Schall}, 467 U.S. at 263-68. The principal factor governing detention, therefore, should be the accused child’s history of proven dangerous conduct combined with the record of pending charges involving allegedly dangerous conduct. If researchers were to document—in a study in which the researchers controlled for accused children’s prior adjudications and pending charges involving dangerous conduct—that judges in a particular jurisdiction detained children with disabilities at a higher rate than non-disabled children, that result would support a prima facie challenge under the ADA. One could argue that, if children with disabilities are routinely and disproportionately denied access to educational and community-based delinquency prevention programs, the very denial of services, as well as resulting elevated detention rates for children with disabilities (due to the denial of prevention services), both violate the ADA.

Similarly, one could argue that providing access to detention halfway houses for children without disabilities while denying access to children with disabilities (such as a mental health disorder) who have equivalent records of previous offenses and pending charges based essentially on a failure to make available halfway houses with staff trained to work with children with disabilities is an unwarranted deprivation of liberty that would establish a prima facie case of disability discrimination. Particularly, in light of the basis of fact that the delinquency system in most jurisdictions is based upon a rehabilitation model (\textit{see e.g.} D.C. CODE § 26-2301(17)(A) (disposition hearing for purpose of determining whether child in delinquency or status offense case is in need of care or rehabilitation and, if so, to determine what disposition is appropriate)), one might conclude that the ADA, as interpreted, requires community-based placement in the circumstances outlined above. \textit{See generally supra} text regarding \textit{Olmstead v. L.C.} accompanying nn. 99-106; \textit{cf. generally Youngberg v. Romeo}, 457 U.S. 307, 319 (1982) (ruling that an individual with mental retardation involuntarily committed to State custody maintains right, as a matter of due process pertaining to liberty interests,
flight or greater level of dangerousness among children with disabilities may not, in fact, be the basis for disparate detention rates. Instead, the possibility of parental neglect, homelessness, or the child’s use of illegal substances (however slight) may be the more prevalent factors in the decision to detain youth. Understandable as the court’s urge to protect these “at-risk” children may be, these factors cannot justify detention and cannot be used to counter a finding of discrimination in detention decisions concerning children with disabilities.

Courts have repeatedly held that local court policies which discriminate against persons with disabilities are prohibited by the Rehabilitation Act and, now, by the ADA, as well. While these decisions are generally directed at court administration, rather than individual judicial determinations, nothing in either statute suggests that judicial actions are exempt from scrutiny. To the contrary, while judicial immunity would bar a claim for monetary damages against judges for discriminatory decisions, the availability of equitable and declaratory relief is not precluded. One author has argued that,

to receive from the State “minimally adequate or reasonable training to ensure safety and freedom from undue restraint”).

130. Cf. generally Peter E. Leone, Education Services for Youth with Disabilities in a State-Operated Juvenile Correctional System: Case Study and Analysis, 28 J. Spec. Ed. 43-58 (1994) (data indicate that children with disabilities in secure facilities are more likely to spend time in disciplinary confinement and be cited for infractions more frequently than non-disabled peers; this disparity suggests differential treatment).


132. See e.g. Galloway v. Super. Ct., 816 F. Supp. 12, 15, 18-19 (D.D.C. 1993) (as to prospective juror who is blind, court is covered under Section 504 and under the ADA); DeLong v. Brumbaugh, 703 F. Supp. 399, 405-08 (W.D. Pa. 1989) (exclusion of person who is deaf from jury array violated Section 504); People v. Caldwell, 603 N.Y.S.2d 713, 714 (Crim. Ct. 1993) (regarding accommodation of juror with visual impairment, court covered by the ADA).

133. See Pulliam v. Allen, 466 U.S. 522, 541-42 (1984) (judicial immunity not a bar to prospective injunctive relief against judicial officer acting in judicial capacity). In DeLong, the court held that a deaf woman’s declaratory and equitable claims under the Rehabilitation Act against a local trial judge for unlawfully excluding her from the jury array on the basis of her disability were neither barred by the Eleventh Amendment nor by the doctrine of judicial immunity. 703 F. Supp. at 407. Moreover, the Department of Justice’s implementing regulations for Title II of the ADA expressly apply “to
based on this language, the reach of Title II extends to discriminatory animus of individual judges.134

IV. DECISION-MAKING BY SCHOOL-SYSTEM PERSONNEL THAT RESULTS IN OVER-REPRESENTATION IN THE DELINQUENCY SYSTEM OF CHILDREN WITH EDUCATION-RELATED DISABILITIES

A factor fueling the disproportionate representation of children with education-related disabilities in the delinquency system is the failure of some school system personnel to find, evaluate, and serve children with disabilities.135 Federal and state law (in every state) requires that school personnel identify and serve children who are eligible, based upon disabilities, for special education services.136 An unfortunate yet typical pattern for a child with disabilities who is enmeshed in the delinquency system is as follows:137 School personnel failed to identify the child for a number of years, and the child increasingly fell behind in academic achievement and repeated several grades. These children, in most of the cases, do not develop extreme behavioral problems and become truant until the seventh, eighth, and ninth grades. During these grades, children often begin to manifest significant substance abuse problems, as well. Also typical is anything a public entity does” including “activities of the legislative and judicial branches of State and local governments.” 56 Fed. Reg. 35694-01 at 35696 (July 26, 1991).

134. See Burgdorf, supra n. 4, at 465-66 n. 266.
135. No doubt, the failure to find, evaluate, and serve children appropriately within the school system is also a function of the parent’s relative inability to advocate on behalf of the child. This lack of parental capacity also correlates independently with delinquency rates and, one must assume, with the rate of disabilities among parents, as well.

Another factor fueling the disproportionate representation of children with disabilities in the delinquency system is the trend (usually under the banner of “Zero Tolerance”) to place police in the schools and to criminalize behavior in schools that—in previous times—teachers, principals, and parents would have handled. See generally Sandrine Ageorges, The Path from Prison, Boston Globe A10 (May 26, 2003) (reporting on the “School-to-Prison Pipeline” conference, sponsored by the Civil Rights Project at Harvard and Northeastern Universities’ Institute on Race and Justice; Zero Tolerance policies proliferating in the 1990s; problems in school increasingly referred to court).

136. 20 U.S.C. § 1412(a)(3)(A); 34 C.F.R. § 300.125(a)(1)(i) (2003). Every state has opted to provide special education in accordance with the IDEA.
137. These statements regarding typical developments derive from the author’s experience in cases observed over the years in the law school clinic.
the failure by school personnel, even after identifying the child as eligible for special education, to provide required services and to arrange appropriate placements.

Case Study: Dale

Dale’s history in the educational, delinquency, and criminal systems concluded with unusually tragic results. In other respects, however, the history of educational neglect in Dale’s case is representative of what one finds in a large percentage of delinquency cases. School system personnel failed for many years to identify Dale as needing a special education evaluation, notwithstanding his failing several grades and his failing to make significant academic progress. At the age of fifteen, Dale was arrested for the first time for an alleged armed assault. At the initial delinquency hearing, Dale’s mother refused to take Dale home, and the judge detained Dale based ostensibly upon a finding that Dale presented a serious risk to other people.

Dale’s mother subsequently engaged a law school clinical professor and law student to represent her and Dale in the special education system. Feeling that she had assistance (from the law clinic professor and student) in locating services for her son, she reconsidered her prior refusal to take Dale home. The law student helped Dale’s delinquency defense attorney to prepare a motion challenging the pre-trial detention order. Before the motion was heard, the government attorney dropped the case against Dale based on a lack of evidence.

Dale reportedly did not cooperate with the psychologist and others who attempted to perform the requisite, special education evaluations. The law student re-scheduled the evaluations and accompanied Dale to the sessions. With the law student helping Dale to recognize and remember his self-interest in cooperating with the evaluations, the evaluators succeeded in evaluating Dale.

138. For a number of years, law students and law professors in the Juvenile and Special Education Law Clinic of the University of the District of Columbia David A. Clarke School of Law have investigated the individual school histories of children with education-related disabilities whom they represent in delinquency and special education cases. At particular points in this article, the author provides examples from some of these cases to illustrate how children with education-related disabilities fair in the school system and in the delinquency system.

In order to preserve anonymity of individual clients of the Clinic, case descriptions in this article contain fictitious names.
Everyone concerned agreed based upon the evaluations that Dale was mildly mentally retarded and seriously emotionally disturbed. Based on each of those conditions, Dale qualified as “disabled” for purposes of IDEA eligibility. At the subsequent meeting to develop for Dale an Individualized Education Program (“IEP meeting”), everyone agreed to a set of objectives and appropriate services. School system personnel identified a public school program that was to provide sixteen hours per week of special education instruction and, in addition, appropriate related services (e.g., counseling and speech therapy). Over the next year, however, school system personnel did not provide the services consistently. Dale also did not attend regularly, and, when he was at school, Dale did not participate actively and cooperatively in the educational program.

At the next IEP meeting, school system personnel insisted that Dale needed a residential, therapeutic program in order to benefit from school. Dale did not want to go away from home and stay at a residential school, and his mother was not willing to assert a position contrary to Dale’s. Dale eventually dropped out of school entirely. Dale was arrested and charged in the adult criminal court with murder approximately one year later. Ultimately, he was convicted and sentenced to forty-six years to life.

Dale’s case is illustrative of the problems surrounding the lack of identification and placement at an appropriate, early point in a child’s educational experience. The attached chart summarizing Dale’s school history reveals remarkable failures to identify and serve this child. Dale’s kindergarten teacher, for example, commented on his report card that he was failing kindergarten. In fact, Dale then failed first, second, and third grade. Through this period, no one referred Dale for a special education evaluation, and, according to his mother, no one advised her of this opportunity. He was not referred for special education

---

139 Dale’s failures in school and in life are not simply the result, of course, of school system personnel’s failure to identify and meet his special education needs. Dale’s mother did not control Dale and train him well. His lawyers arguably should have counseled him more effectively on the benefits of accepting special education services, once he had been identified. Even the prosecutor may be faulted in that the initial delinquency charge may have merited more work and might have resulted in an adjudication. Given those shortcomings, one can nonetheless speculate that early, appropriate intervention through the school system to provide educational, speech/language, and emotional services would have provided significant preventive effects.
education evaluation until (as noted above) he was fifteen and facing a delinquency charge. Nevertheless, Dale always had been mildly mentally retarded and, thus, had always been eligible for services. Also noteworthy, as documented in the chart of Dale’s school history, is the lack of absenteeism and tardiness during his years in elementary school. Young children, reliant on adults for transportation and direction, are typically incapable of leaving school independently or sneaking away before arriving at school. Experience demonstrates that truancy by young children is a reflection of parental failure to arrange for school attendance.

School personnel fail not only to identify students with disabilities, but also they fail, with surprising frequency, to diagnose and address disabilities correctly. In many school districts, school personnel over-identify mental retardation and emotional disturbance among African-American and other minority students and under-identify learning disabilities. As a consequence of these failures, children with education-related disabilities do not receive needed special education services and important opportunities. This failure to diagnose and serve children correctly leads to an accelerated rate of delinquency for children with education-related disabilities and should be the subject of further study by researchers.

CASE STUDY: DALE
A BREAKDOWN OF HIS ACADEMIC RECORD IS AS FOLLOWS:

### Table of Academic Record

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR/</th>
<th>AGE</th>
<th>ACTUAL GRADE</th>
<th>PERFORMANCE/TEACHER’S COMMENTS</th>
<th>ATTENDANCE</th>
<th>SUBJECTS</th>
<th>IDEA REQUIREMENT</th>
<th>SCHOOL SYSTEM ACTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1984/1985</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Kindergarten Failing. Passed on to Grade 1</td>
<td>“Dale is demonstrating failure. He doesn’t cooperate at all. Not showing any improvement. Dale is failing Kindergarten.”</td>
<td>Tardy = 2  Absent = 5</td>
<td>Reading, math, social studies, art, phys. ed., social habits, work habit. Improvement needed all areas. Graded U, C or D.</td>
<td>Problems with student. Alert for evaluation under IDEA.</td>
<td>Passed to Grade 1. No evaluation done.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985/1986</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Elementary School One 1A Failing Passed on to Grade 1B</td>
<td>“Needs improvement of appropriate behavior, following rules, all areas. Graded Unsatisfactory in most subjects. Cs and Ds. Please see me. Dale just stopped working. Too far behind. May have to repeat this grade.”</td>
<td>Tardy = 13 Absent = 5 BEHAVIOR ADVISORY</td>
<td>Reading, language, math, spelling, music, art, phys. ed., citizenship, social studies, handwriting. Graded U, C or D.</td>
<td>Failing again. Evaluation Alert.</td>
<td>Placed in 1B. No evaluation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986/1987</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Elementary School One 1B 2A FAILED REPEAT</td>
<td>Graded Unsatisfactory in all areas in 1B and 2A. Needs improvement in behavior, following rules and all other areas of work “Really need to see you to discuss Dale’s behavior in class.”</td>
<td>Tardy = 0 Absent = 11 BEHAVIOR ADVISORY</td>
<td>All subjects above. Graded Unsatisfactory C or D.</td>
<td>Failed again. Evaluation Alert.</td>
<td>No evaluation. Repeat 2A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987/1988</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Elementary School Two 2A 2B PASSED</td>
<td>Graded A in handwriting, art music, phys. ed.; B C in math, reading, language, spelling, social studies. D in citizenship. Improvement needed in behavior and all other areas. “I enjoyed working with Dale.”</td>
<td>Tardy = 1 Absent = 2</td>
<td>Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills (CTBS) in 1988. Scores-Grade equiv. 2; 5 in math; below average in reading vocab. More than 1 yr. behind in grade placement, i.e., D’s Grade equivalency is 1.7 per CTBS. Actual Grade placement is 2.8.</td>
<td>More than one year behind per comprehensive testing. Functioning below grade placement. Alert for evaluation.</td>
<td>No evaluation done. Passed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989/1990</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Elementary School Two 3B PASSED</td>
<td>Graded C’s and D’s in all subjects. *No teacher’s comments.</td>
<td>Tardy = 0 Absent = 10</td>
<td>Passed to 4A (Still one grade behind? No comments)</td>
<td>Passed to 4A (Still one grade behind? No comments)</td>
<td>Passed to 4B attend Summer School.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YEAR</td>
<td>AGE</td>
<td>ACTUAL GRADE</td>
<td>PERFORMANCE/TEACHER’S COMMENTS</td>
<td>ATTENDANCE</td>
<td>SUBJECTS</td>
<td>IDEA REQUIREMENT</td>
<td>SCHOOL SYSTEM ACTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991/1992</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Elementary School Two 5A, Passed on to 6A.</td>
<td>Grades of “D” and Unsatisfactory in all areas. *No teacher’s comments.</td>
<td>None noted</td>
<td>Passed to 6A.</td>
<td>Still failing behind in grade level. Evaluation Alert.</td>
<td>Passed to 6A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/95 to 1/96</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Junior High School One</td>
<td>Evaluations done by Building Level Multi-Disciplinary Team (“BLMDT”).</td>
<td>Tardy = 36 Absent = 19 *Truancy Alert</td>
<td>Evaluation Alert under IDEA.</td>
<td>Left school, no more records.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 1996</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>IEP meeting at Junior High School One. BLMDT recommended Level V residential placement. Dale refused to cooperate.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Convicted, at trial, of murder charges. Incarcerated.</td>
<td>46 yrs. to life</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Case Study: Oliver

Oliver’s history, described in detail elsewhere, exemplifies the problem of delayed and inaccurate identification of disability. From early elementary school, Oliver was not successful academically. School personnel repeatedly disciplined him and suspended him. He failed several grades in elementary school, and, ironically, school officials also “skipped” Oliver ahead one or more grades – notwithstanding his low levels of academic achievement – in order to place him with his contemporaries. As he got older, Oliver became truant. School system personnel consistently violated the “child find” obligation by failing to recommend a special education evaluation for Oliver.

Like many youth in the delinquency system, Oliver had experienced stressful and traumatic circumstances throughout his youth. His family often changed residences, and, consequently, Oliver attended a number of different elementary schools. Both of his parents abused illegal drugs. Oliver’s older brother was murdered, and his parents separated soon afterwards. Oliver interacted with his father infrequently after the separation. Oliver also witnessed the murder of another teenager. Oliver received no meaningful or consistent counseling or other services from the school system or from the delinquency system to address these traumas and family problems.

Oliver’s drug use – or, one might suggest, his self-medication -- began when he was twelve or thirteen years old. His initial
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involvement with the delinquency court was also at thirteen.\textsuperscript{153} His record included adjudications for the possession and sale of drugs and for stealing cars.\textsuperscript{154} He also missed scheduled court dates and was incarcerated in a maximum-security juvenile facility for the first time when he was fourteen.\textsuperscript{155}

Like Dale, Oliver was not the subject of a special education evaluation until he became involved with the delinquency system. At that point, remarkably, a judge presiding over a delinquency case referred Oliver by court order for evaluation to determine eligibility under the IDEA.\textsuperscript{156} Coincident with incarcerating Oliver, “the court ordered a referral for special education testing.\textsuperscript{157} [T]he testing did not occur for almost another year.”\textsuperscript{158} Furthermore, the evaluators then incorrectly identified Oliver’s disability, finding only that he was emotionally disturbed.\textsuperscript{159} Years later, when Oliver was incarcerated in a drug treatment unit of a juvenile prison, he and his parent engaged the services of a special education attorney.\textsuperscript{160} The special education attorney learned in an initial interview with Oliver that, when he was younger, he had stuttered.\textsuperscript{161} The attorney also observed that Oliver, although obviously intelligent and aware, could not keep on a single track during the conversation.\textsuperscript{162} He also made errors in writing his name and phone number that strongly indicated a language processing problem.\textsuperscript{163} The attorney requested new evaluations of Oliver by school system personnel and also obtained some independent evaluations.\textsuperscript{164} The evaluators diagnosed Oliver’s chronic depression, his learning disabilities, and his needs for speech therapy.\textsuperscript{165} These needs should have been apparent to medical care providers and to school system personnel all along.
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Based upon the new evaluations and diagnoses, the IEP team (including Oliver and the attorney) met at the juvenile incarceration facility and devised an IEP that would address Oliver’s emotional, educational, speech/language, and transitional needs. During Oliver’s involvement with the delinquency system prior to the reevaluation and the new IEP, court personnel were unaware of his special needs and, as a consequence, painted a picture in disposition reports of a child who skipped school and behaved poorly when he attended school. Moreover, they observed that Oliver ran away from group homes and consistently tested positive for illegal drug use. Presented with no meaningful explanations and treatment options, and seeing meager family support, judges ordered incarceration. After the reevaluation, the attorney helped Oliver’s aftercare worker understand Oliver’s history and current needs. The aftercare worker – who had previously recommended incarceration and determined that Oliver should remain incarcerated – changed her position. Based upon the new IEP and Oliver’s acceptance into an appropriate, private special education school, the worker joined the special education attorney in convincing the judge to release Oliver.

School system personnel push and keep children with disabilities out of schools, as well. Teachers and administrators sometimes employ school discipline procedures illegally to exclude children with disabilities. If the child has not been evaluated for special education eligibility, yet school personnel are aware that the child might be disabled, then school personnel should not attempt to suspend or expel the child without initiating an evaluation and without informing the parent that an evaluation should occur. Thus, for example, before suspending Oliver when he was in the third grade, school personnel should have initiated the process to evaluate Oliver.

One can surmise that some school authorities illegally exclude children with disabilities from school in a significant percentage of school discipline actions. School personnel commonly exclude
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children without hearings (or without constitutionally-adequate hearings) regarding “guilt” and without the team (teachers, experts, parent, student, and administrators) making “manifestation determinations” (i.e., determining whether the behavior was a manifestation of the child’s disability). Children with disabilities who are excluded (either legally or illegally) also commonly do not receive the free appropriate public education to which they are entitled during the period of exclusion.

To establish, as a matter of fact, whether school authorities disproportionately target children with disabilities for discipline actions is a matter for additional research by scholars, school officials, politicians, and advocates in each affected jurisdiction. Certainly, children who are not in school -- as a consequence of disciplinary action (suspension or expulsion) -- are subjected to a greater risk of becoming involved in delinquent conduct and to being arrested based upon allegations of delinquent conduct.

Parents and children’s advocates in many jurisdictions complain that, in lieu of designing and implementing behavior management programs for children who are emotionally disturbed or who have other relevant disabilities, school officials resort to calling the police and filing delinquency petitions. Morgan v. Chris L. documents a clear example of this improper and misguided approach. That case involved a child with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (“ADHD”) who had exhibited, over a significant time, academic and behavioral difficulties. Notwithstanding requests from Chris L.’s parents for special education services, school system personnel reacted to the child’s problems by subjecting him to punitive disciplinary actions. Ultimately, when Chris allegedly destroyed school property, school personnel initiated a delinquency petition in court.

Chris’ parents requested a special education due process hearing and obtained a ruling from the hearing officer that the school officials had side-stepped their responsibilities to serve Chris and that their use of the delinquency system was, in essence, an illegal effort to change

---
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his school placement.\textsuperscript{177} The hearing officer, accordingly, ordered school officials to arrange for the withdrawal of the delinquency petition.\textsuperscript{178} The federal trial and appellate courts endorsed the hearing officer’s analysis and upheld the order.\textsuperscript{179} The United States Supreme Court declined to hear a further appeal by the school system officials.\textsuperscript{180}

Nothing in the IDEA prohibits the referral of allegedly delinquent conduct to law enforcement officials and to the courts.\textsuperscript{181} Indeed, Senator Harkin clarified that “[t]he bill also authorizes . . . proper referrals to police and appropriate authorities when disabled children commit crimes, so long as the referrals, do not circumvent the school’s responsibilities under IDEA.”\textsuperscript{182} Ordinarily, intake workers and prosecutors in the delinquency court are expected, in their exercise of discretion, to screen out inappropriate cases, including cases in which school personnel are attempting to avoid IDEA requirements by pushing children into the delinquency system.\textsuperscript{183} Juvenile court judges also typically have the authority to dismiss cases that should not be in court and cases in which the child has access to appropriate services in school and elsewhere outside of the delinquency system.\textsuperscript{184}

Further research is necessary in individual jurisdictions, of course, to establish whether school officials involve the delinquency system (\textit{i.e.}, call the police and refer matters to prosecutors) relatively more often in incidents involving children with disabilities than in incidents involving children who are not disabled. Where it can be established as a matter of fact, the disproportionate referral to delinquency court by school officials of children with disabilities is likely to violate Section 504 and the ADA. One might anticipate class action challenges around the country in such circumstances.

Authorities in the public school system and the delinquency
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system often fail to adequately accommodate and serve children with disabilities who are already in the delinquency system and in delinquency placements, thus resulting in longer and deeper entrenchment for children in the delinquency system. Those authorities, specifically, fail to identify and evaluate children with disabilities. Further, they tend not to design policies nor execute arrangements aimed at tracking and implementing the individualized educational programs of children with disabilities, previously identified within the public school system, who enter delinquency placements.

One specific and pervasive failure is the placement of children with emotional disabilities in delinquency placements that are by their nature counter-therapeutic. Any placement that commonly features, for example, fighting between children and harsh or aversive forms of control over children is not conducive to a child’s overcoming emotional disturbance. Virtually any thoughtful and honest description of a large juvenile incarceration facility contains sufficient information regarding institutional abuse and neglect to establish that a child with significant emotional problems cannot receive “educational benefit” (as that phrase is defined by the U.S. Supreme Court) in such a facility.185 Moreover, the “treatment” provided in such a facility is not consistent with a child’s right in the delinquency law to receive “care and rehabilitation.”

The net result -- aptly described as a disproportionate rate of referral to the delinquency system of children with disabilities -- is that school system and delinquency system authorities allow children to enter delinquency placements rather than helping to obtain and maintain for the children appropriate special education placements and services. The requirement in the special education law to provide for a child who is disabled a free appropriate public education (“FAPE”) in the least restrictive environment (“LRE”) does not legally control and override, generally speaking, standards regarding the imposition of delinquency incarceration. Some states do maintain in the delinquency statutes an explicit least-restrictive-environment standard that can be equated, in appropriate circumstances, with the LRE standard in the special education law. Virtually all states have standards that prohibit incarcerating children unless no reasonable alternative exists that is consistent with public safety and with the child’s likelihood of appearing at subsequent court hearings. By assiduously protecting the

185. See generally Rowley, 458 U.S. at 206-07.
right to an educational placement in the least restrictive environment and providing an appropriate educational placement and set of services, educators could preempt incarceration in a large percentage of delinquency cases.

Children with education-related disabilities who are in delinquency placements face a cluster of related and corresponding problems. Even if the children have been identified and have previously obtained IEPs, those IEPs often do not follow them to the delinquency placements. Even if an IEP follows a child, the educational, related, and transition services outlined in the IEP likely will not be available and provided in the delinquency placement. Even if a particular service is available in a delinquency placement, there will almost necessarily be a lack of continuity. The very lack of continuity may negate the validity of the service. For example, a child who is receiving psychological counseling in the school setting may not derive any demonstrable benefit from counseling provided by a new psychologist during the child’s stay at a delinquency facility. Indeed, the lack of continuity could constitute a breach of trust and trigger a therapeutic setback.

School system personnel frequently frustrate efforts to reintegrate children with disabilities from delinquency placements back into the public school system. The administrators typically do not arrange to bring teachers and evaluators who know the child to the IEP meeting when the child is incarcerated or when the child is otherwise, due to delinquency involvement, not in the usual school placement. Thus, the child misses or loses educational services and is not prepared to reenter the usual placement. Furthermore, principals and other administrators often simply refuse to re-admit to the public school a child who has been incarcerated or who otherwise has been “in trouble with the delinquency system.”

School administrators, teachers, and guidance counselors, as well as school-based specialists who provide related and transition services, often face daunting challenges in attempting to reintegrate into the school system children with education-related disabilities. The budgets for individual schools do not expand to accommodate the return of a particular child, even if the child has substantial needs for services. Particularly during the middle of a school year, administrators at a school may find that they cannot garner any additional personnel or other resources to accommodate children re-entering the school from delinquency placements. Similarly, counselors, speech therapists, and
other service providers are required to add another child to their often-heavy workload.

V. DECISION-MAKING BY DELINQUENCY-SYSTEM PERSONNEL THAT RESULTS IN OVER-REPRESENTATION IN THE DELINQUENCY SYSTEM OF CHILDREN WITH EDUCATION-RELATED DISABILITIES

A. INTRODUCTION

As an entity created by and embodied within the law, the delinquency system may be described as a complex network of procedures and substantive standards. The primary purpose of the procedures is to control and regulate decision-making so that police officers, prosecutors, probation officers, judges and others make decisions that are accurate. The substantive standards establish what is fair and just as a matter of fact.

In order to detain a child prior to a trial, a judge must make a finding by “clear and convincing evidence.”186 The right to a judicial determination and this standard of proof (“clear and convincing”) constitute part of an overall procedure for making detention determinations.187 The substantive standard that applies to the detention determination is “dangerousness” (to self or others) and “risk of non-appearance” (at subsequent hearings).188 In other words, a judge should detain a child prior to trial if the child would be demonstrably unsafe (i.e., dangerous) if left in the community, or if the child would most likely fail to appear at trial if left in the community.

For some children, the delinquency system network of procedures and substantive standards acts as an expansive and entangling web. For others, however, the network is a negotiable maze with discernible release routes from the maze’s ensnaring center, plain paths to the maze’s safe finish line, and even clear channels for circumnavigating the maze entirely.189
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189. Proponents of the system view the network not as an entangling web but rather as a nurturing nest for children who are in need of care and rehabilitation. Little evidence supports such a viewpoint. Confronted by those who draw a benevolent
B. EXAMINING THE ROLE OF THE DEFENSE ATTORNEY REPRESENTING A CHILD WITH EDUCATION-RELATED DISABILITIES

As a fundamental function of their role, defense attorneys make numerous decisions with, and on behalf of, the children whom they represent in delinquency matters. Generally speaking, however, defense attorneys are unaware that many of their clients have education-related disabilities and that those disabilities (or the lawyer’s ignorance of the disabilities) may influence that decision-making and, indeed, influence the very essence of the lawyer-client relationship.

Most lawyers do not communicate effectively with child clients. Class, race, age, and cultural differences impede communication. The circumstances of cases also create a formidable barrier: lawyers are required by the circumstances of cases to attempt to translate layered legalisms and jumbled jargon. The lawyers, moreover, are not trained to listen empathetically and non-judgmentally, and they particularly do not listen to allegedly delinquent children. Moreover, public defenders around the country commonly carry caseloads ranging from 300 to 700 per year. Thus, they simply do not have time to communicate with troubled teens that they are assigned to represent.

Teenaged clients bring communications problems to the relationship with their lawyers, as well. The nature of adolescence compounds the communication problem. Indeed, the teenage years are arguably life’s low-point for liking or listening to adults. A high percentage of children in the delinquency system, moreover, come from backgrounds in which they have been neglected, abused, and abandoned; they are, as a result, probably the least likely group of teenagers to open up to adults and to listen with patience and trust to adults.

Compounding common communications problems between lawyers and teenaged clients are language-based disabilities and impairments that affect the teenaged clients’ abilities to communicate. The simplest and perhaps clearest examples of the problem arise in the context of the most common and most easily understood limitations:

picture of the delinquency system, one is reminded that, when “[a]sked what he thought of Western civilization, Mahatma Gandhi said it sounded like a good idea and should be tried sometime.” Jim Hoagland, Russia on the Brink, The Wash. Post A21 (Sept. 3, 1998). Indeed, few people who have other options would choose to place their own children in the delinquency system in order to obtain services.
hearing and vision impairments. Although people immediately recognize deafness, blindness, and other extreme limitations, they do not tend to expect that children may have hearing problems or uncorrected vision problems. Defense attorneys rarely ask their clients whether they have had a hearing examination or whether they need to wear glasses. A remarkably high number of poor children (including, of course, poor children in the delinquency system) have not been screened or adequately tested for hearing impairments. In addition, a significant number of poor children need glasses and simply do not have them.

Language-based learning disabilities, and particularly, expressive and receptive language disorders, are common among teenagers in the delinquency system. Yet these problems go undetected, and the problems are utterly unexpected by defense attorneys. Although a term like “learning disabled” may be familiar to most people (including attorneys), one rarely finds a defense attorney who understands something as basic as how a child’s disability may affect communication between that client and the attorney.

The process of prompting guilty pleas provides a prime example of non-communication and miscommunication between attorneys and delinquency clients. The vast majority of delinquency cases result in the child’s pleading guilty and, as part of that guilty plea, waiving a set of constitutional rights (e.g., the right to a trial, the presumption of innocence, the privilege against self-incrimination, the burden on the government to prove the charges beyond a reasonable doubt, the right to appeal). In the process of deciding to plead guilty (or, alternatively, deciding to go to trial), the child must understand and consider the impact of the Constitutional protections that surround a delinquency trial.

The defense attorney, in anticipation of a plea (or, alternatively, in preparing for trial), must advise the client of those rights. Typically an attorney articulates the rights and then simply asks the child whether the child has understood. A more accurate approach would be for the child to explain the rights and explain what the child is giving up in pleading guilty.

The law recognizes, as a matter of due process, a right for a child who is deaf and facing a delinquency charge to have a court-appointed interpreter; this requirement is not surprising to people. Do Section 504 and Title II of the ADA require some similar form of accommodation for children who have less obvious language-
processing disorders? Is the child’s attorney obligated, as part of a zealous defense, to recognize the disability-based problem of communication with the client and advise the client, accordingly, of the right to request an accommodation?

The problem extends beyond the epidemic of attorneys’ misunderstanding their clients and, conversely, not understanding that their clients do not understand them. Attorneys for children rarely recognize that the child’s disability may be relevant to, for example, establishing a *Miranda* violation by police,\(^\text{190}\) defending against a motion to transfer the child to adult criminal court, formulating a substantive defense to a delinquency charge, identifying alternatives to detention, and advocating for appropriate dispositional services in lieu of incarceration.

The majority of children who face delinquency charges are indigent and, therefore, have a right to receive the services of competent court-appointed counsel without charge. One can assert, however, that the courts are operating systems that lead uniformly to indigent children who are disabled receiving services from attorneys who are not aware of the impact of the children’s disabilities on the outcome of motions, pleas, trials, and dispositions. One can posit, in addition, that the lack of awareness by those attorneys of the impact of the children’s disabilities is critical, in a negative sense, to the outcome of many of those delinquency proceedings. Thus, one can surmise that, under the cases regarding adequacy of waivers and under Section 504 and Title II of the ADA, as well, the courts are obligated to train those attorneys regarding the impact of disabilities on the children in delinquency cases. One can surmise, furthermore, that the courts are obligated to accommodate those children by providing, among other services, the equivalent of interpreters, specially trained instructors, and assistive technology to portray and explain rights to children.

In addition to ensuring that children know their procedural and substantive rights in the delinquency system and are not waiving those rights indiscriminately, defense attorneys should be aware of rights of children with disabilities (and their parents) regarding educational services. Indeed, for children who have independent access to rehabilitative and educational services, entering or remaining in the delinquency system is essentially a negotiable matter. The availability

of services and placements outside of the delinquency system often is sufficient to convince delinquency system decision-makers that maintaining jurisdiction over the child is unnecessary or that, if jurisdiction is maintained, probation, rather than incarceration, will suffice. In some instances, the services are as commonplace as psychological counseling or family counseling provided by virtue of private health insurance. For children with more seriously deviant conduct, the level of services or structure necessary to substitute for “‘treatment’ as a delinquent” may be boarding school or even short-term, private hospitalization.191

A defense attorney advocating in the delinquency system for a child who is eligible for special education services can argue that the availability of those services satisfies the need, under the relevant substantive standards in the delinquency system, for supervision. Thus, for example, the defense attorney may argue that the child does not need the care and rehabilitation of the delinquency system or, in the alternative, that the children can be maintained safely on probation rather than in a secure setting.

“Delinquency,” by definition in some jurisdictions, requires proof by the government beyond a reasonable doubt that a child committed an offense and that the child be “in need of care and rehabilitation.”192 A child for whom public or private school services are available through the school system may legitimately claim not to be in need of care and rehabilitation (from within the delinquency system). In such a case, by presenting evidence regarding the private services or placements available to the child, the child’s attorney may be able to rebut the presumption that a child who commits an offense is in need of care and rehabilitation.

The examples provided above illustrate situations in which a defense attorney in a delinquency matter can argue, based on the availability of private services or placements, that the court or a probation officer should not exert jurisdiction or handle the child in a restrictive manner. The services or placements that provide the

191. See e.g. Miller, supra n. 3, at 5 [Last One Over the Wall]; but cf. generally, Barry C. Feld, The Transformation of the Juvenile Court, 75 Minn. L. Rev. 691, 699-700 (1991) (describing inappropriate and unfair “institutionalization” of children, primarily through private means, but, nevertheless, without procedural and substantive protections).
“magic” that releases the child from the delinquency system (or from restrictive handling within the system) need not be private services. Special education services, including “related services” and “transition services,” available free to the parent (at public expense) for a child with a documented disability, can also substitute for delinquency treatment.193

One might expect that, notwithstanding general ignorance of relevant disability rights issues and applications, delinquency defense attorneys would be aware of the impact and importance of education-related disabilities in the specific context of a child’s exercising or waiving rights under Miranda v. Arizona.194 A frequently-litigated Miranda issue is whether the suspect “knowingly, intelligently, and voluntarily” waived the “Miranda” rights.195 A child with demonstrable language-based disabilities typically cannot understand the Miranda warnings.196 The child is not able to read and comprehend the warnings, and the child also cannot understand the warnings when a police officer reads the warnings to the child.197 Thus, as a matter of law and fact, the child is not able to “knowingly, intelligently, and voluntarily” waive the Miranda rights.198 Teachers and educational experts who have taught and evaluated the child are potentially critical witnesses in that they can attest to the child’s inability to read and to understand language presented at the level of complexity of the Miranda warnings. Delinquency defense attorneys

193. Furthermore, as a substantive matter, education can be an effective antidote to, substitute for, or inoculant against delinquency. See generally Education as Crime Prevention, supra n. 1. “[R]esearch shows that quality education is one of the most effective forms of crime prevention.” Id. at 1 (footnote omitted). “[C]rime prevention is more cost-effective than building prisons. Of all crime prevention methods, education is the most cost-effective.” Id. at 11 (citing the 1996 Rand Corporation Study, Diverting Children from a Life of Crime: Measuring Costs and Benefits); see also Sarah Ingersoll & Donni LeBoeuf, Reaching Out to Youth Out of the Education Mainstream, in Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Juvenile Justice Bulletin 2-3 (Feb. 1997).
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facing ostensibly-Mirandized confessions by clients who are children almost never recognize the need to interview the teachers and evaluators, these potentially critical witnesses. More generally, delinquency defense attorneys are, with only rare exceptions, not aware of the interplay of education-related disabilities and the law of confession suppression under Miranda.

Defense attorneys representing young people also do not recognize the relevance and impact of disability in the context of defending against an attempt by the prosecution to transfer the young person’s case from the delinquency court to the adult criminal court. Typically, the substantive standard for transfer revolves around the need to protect the community from the allegedly dangerous child and, correspondingly, the child’s amenability to rehabilitation in the juvenile system.199 The government will prevail in its motion to transfer if it can prove, by a preponderance of the evidence, that the child is not amenable to treatment and, consequently, that the community’s safety will be compromised if the child is not transferred.200 The prosecutor often has the benefit of a statutorily created presumption that the child is not amenable to rehabilitation if the charge is terribly serious (e.g., murder, rape, armed robbery).201 As evidence that a child is not amenable to rehabilitation, a prosecutor typically presents to the judge making the transfer decision a list of programs and facilities in which the child has failed to succeed. The prosecutor also might unearth, and present as further evidence of incorrigibility, the child’s history of school failure and truancy.

The defense attorney commonly submits to this evidence, accepting -- literally without question -- the legitimacy of these programmatic efforts to serve the child. Typically, the attorney will attempt to mitigate, suggesting that the child somehow was previously misguided but is now amenable to change. This type of presentation is predictably ineffective. Judges view, with a cynical eye, any variant of an “eve-of-execution” conversion.
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The reality, almost unfailingly, is that the schools and the programs were not appropriate in light of the child’s diagnosed or undiagnosed disabilities. By excavating a child’s school history and presenting that history, along with accurate, current evaluation information, an advocate can demonstrate that a child has clear needs that were never addressed and for which the child has a clear legal right to services. Those services, as noted above, include special education per se, as well as related services (including, for example, counseling, therapeutic recreation, speech and language therapy) and transition services (including, for example, preparation for employment and for independent living). Thus, a defense attorney who is aware of disability rights can discredit, disprove, and dismantle the “parade of horribles” contained in the child’s previous history in the delinquency and school systems. A defense attorney should be able to defeat a transfer motion by using both public school employees and evaluators, as well as private expert witnesses, to demonstrate that the adults charged with the child’s previous treatment actually deprived the child of required services and, in so doing, routinely violated federal, state, and local law (including the “child find” requirement).

Issues surrounding disabilities also affect whether the child is competent to stand trial. “Incompetency” requires a finding that the accused is unable to understand the nature of the proceedings and is unable to assist defense counsel. A finding of incompetency is rare.

202. See Osher et al., supra n. 120, at 96-97.
203. By demonstrating—in a special education due process hearing prior to the transfer hearing—that school personnel violated the child find requirement and otherwise failed to provide the child with a free appropriate public education, the advocate can obtain compensatory education for the child. See supra n. 53 and accompanying text. In addition, having established in a special education hearing that the government failed to educate the child properly and failed to provide appropriate related services and transition services, the defense attorney can argue, in essence, that the government is estopped from claiming in the transfer hearing that the child failed to take advantage of services and that the child is not amenable to services.
204. See generally e.g Grisso, supra n. 197, at 88 (factors that suggest raising competence of youth include history of mental or mental retardation; evidence of borderline cognition or learning disability; and limitations in memory, attention, or interpretation of reality).
205. Dusky v. U.S., 362 U.S. 402, 402 (1960) (test for competency is “‘whether [the defendant] has sufficient present ability to consult with his lawyer with a reasonable degree of rational understanding—and whether he has a rational as well as factual understanding of the proceedings against him’”). The Dusky standard applies to children facing delinquency charges. See e.g. In re W.A.F., 573 A.2d 1264, 1265,
More common, however, are situations in which, although competent, the child is not able, as a practical matter, to assist the defense attorney due to the effects of education-related disabilities. A clear example, again, is the circumstance of a child with an expressive and receptive language disorder who cannot understand much of what the defense attorney is saying and whom, conversely, the defense attorney cannot understand.

An attorney who does not understand the juvenile client and who does not recognize the existence of the language-based disability likely will fail to obtain information from the client that is relevant and even vital to the investigation. The attorney may determine, furthermore, that the child is not believable; whether the attorney believes the client or not, the attorney likely will tell (or advise) the child not to testify because the attorney has determined that the child will not be a convincing or credible witness. The accused in a criminal or delinquency case has a legal right to make the decision whether to testify. That right to decide often is meaningless, however, because the attorney is unable to communicate with the client, and the attorney insists that the client must not testify.

A child with a language-based disability who cannot orally provide a clear and orderly accounting of events, indeed, may present as a “bad” or incredible witness. In order to avoid prejudice based upon the child’s disability, a defense attorney representing such a client may need to present to the fact-finder (i.e., usually the judge, in a delinquency hearing) separate evidence that explains the child’s disability. Further, the actual events surrounding allegedly delinquent conduct often involve discussion and the interpretation of language. A child may be charged as an accomplice (e.g., a look-out) who, in the prosecutor’s theory of the case, took few actions. Testimony regarding what the child said or what was said to the child by the principal perpetrator or by victims may be the essential evidence upon which guilt or innocence hangs. A trier of fact may not be able to judge fairly the meaning of those verbal exchanges without knowing that the accused child has a language-based disability and without knowing the nature of that disability.

Children with language-based disorders may be struggling to respond honestly yet appear to be deceiving or concealing in response
to cross-examination and even to direct examination. Judges and lawyers, employing highly refined oral communication skills, can confound witnesses. The judgment of what is fair, however, should take into account -- as an accommodation -- the disability of the witness. The need to accommodate in this context is similar to the need to protect a young witness from confusing questioning and the need to provide an interpreter for a foreign language speaker.

The right to counsel under the Sixth Amendment for an accused person does not guarantee excellent, or even high-quality, representation.207 To establish a violation of the Sixth Amendment right to counsel, one must prove “ineffective assistance of counsel.”208 “Ineffective assistance” means not only that the representation was deficient, but also that the deprivation resulting from the inadequate representation raises a question as to the fundamental fairness of the trial.209 Although malpractice suits against delinquency defense lawyers are possible in theory, they rarely occur in practice.

Standards that define acceptably competent representation are low; barriers that impede challenges to incompetence are high. Paradoxically, to challenge the quality of representation, an indigent person accused of a delinquent act or a crime must have a frame of reference for comparing and evaluating the quality of representation. An accused person who feels aggrieved by the quality of representation and wants to challenge the representation must then find another attorney to raise the challenge. Judges ordinarily resist requests by accused persons even for the appointment of substitute defense counsel. Children, and particularly poor children who are educationally disabled, are not likely to have the knowledge, skill, and

207. See generally Culyer v. Sullivan, 446 U.S. 335, 344 (1980) (quoting McMann v. Richardson, 397 U.S. 759, 770-71 (1970)) (stating that inadequate assistance does not satisfy the Sixth Amendment and recognizing that counsel must provide “reasonably competent advice”).


209. Id. at 687. In addition to challenging the quality of representation under the Sixth Amendment, an accused also—at least in theory—can challenge the fundamental fairness of the court process under the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments’ guarantees of due process if, for example, the defense attorney’s failure to communicate with or otherwise accommodate the accused compromises the case in a critical way. See U.S. v. Decoster, 624 F.2d 196, 282 n. 96 (D.C. Cir. 1976) (pre-Strickland case in which court states that the Fifth Amendment right to due process affords a defendant a separate ground for challenging conduct by counsel).
resources to challenge the quality of the representation that they have received.

As outlined above, few delinquency defense attorneys are knowledgeable about, or even aware of, the law of special education and disability rights; thus, delinquency defense attorneys commonly cannot advise clients regarding these rights and, for example, the possibility of substituting special education services for punitive handling in the delinquency system. The failure of defense attorneys to recognize the significance of their clients’ education-related disabilities, particularly language-based disorders, and the attorneys’ routine failure to raise those disabilities when relevant to a defense or as mitigation constitutes incompetent, and perhaps even discriminatory, representation. Most fundamental of all, perhaps, is the routine failure of attorneys to communicate meaningfully with their own clients. Often this lack of communication is attributable, in large part, to the client’s language-based disability and the attorney’s ignorance of the disability and of means to overcome the communications barriers. The lesson for individual defense attorneys, of course, is to study disability rights law and particularly study ways in which to use special education and other rights to advance the cause of an individual child who is charged with a delinquent act and who is disabled.

A significant rise in the number of ineffective assistance and malpractice challenges is unlikely; one might anticipate, however, a rise in systemic challenges against courts for administering programs for appointing delinquency defense attorneys who are not aware of disability rights and who do not accommodate clients who are disabled. The courts might be held liable under the ADA for failing to screen those attorneys for competency and for failing to provide training to enable them to more effectively recognize and accommodate children who are disabled. One might also anticipate successful challenges based on complaints of discrimination against children with disabilities arising from examination of the roles and actions of other decision-makers in the delinquency system, principally probation officers and police officers, and, secondarily, prosecutors and judges.

C. EXAMINING THE ROLE OF THE PROBATION OFFICER IN RELATION TO A CHILD WITH EDUCATION-RELATED DISABILITIES

The court uses probation officers (or some equivalent functionary, *e.g.*, caseworker) at three different stages of a delinquency case: (1)
intake; (2) pre-disposition; and (3) post-disposition.\textsuperscript{210} An intake probation officer determines, among other things, whether to recommend that the case go forward and, if so, whether the court should detain the child until the trial.\textsuperscript{211} At the pre-disposition stage, the function of a probation officer vis-à-vis the child and the judge is to prepare a report summarizing the child’s social history.\textsuperscript{212} In that report, the probation provides recommendations to the judge regarding what services the child should receive and what should happen to the child at disposition.\textsuperscript{213} More to the point, the probation officer recommends whether to incarcerate the child. After the disposition, if the judge orders probation, a probation officer assumes the duty of supervising the child.\textsuperscript{214} If the child commits a new offense or otherwise violates the conditions of probation, the probation officer can initiate a revocation of the probation; probation revocation can lead, of course, to incarceration.\textsuperscript{215}

Intake probation officers are empowered by statute to determine, shortly after a child’s arrest, whether a prosecution should proceed.\textsuperscript{216} In some jurisdictions, this power to abort the prosecution is called “adjustment.” In most jurisdictions, the intake worker is also provided various options for diverting cases prior to prosecution. Typically, the child’s successful completion of a diversion program or of conditions of diversion occasions a final dismissal of the charges. In some jurisdictions, the intake worker’s authority to block a prosecution is in the form of a power to recommend (or to refuse to recommend) the filing of a petition.\textsuperscript{217} Barring an appeal by a complainant to the prosecutor, a decision by the intake probation officer not to recommend the filing of a petition is, arguably, a binding decision.\textsuperscript{218} The standards require that, in making the petitioning recommendation, the

\textsuperscript{211} Id.
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\textsuperscript{214} Id. at 266-67.
\textsuperscript{215} Id. at 267.
\textsuperscript{216} The Constitutional right, in felony cases, to an indictment by grand jury does not apply in juvenile court. E.g. U.S. v. Hill, 538 F.2d 1072, 1076 (4th Cir. 1976).
\textsuperscript{218} See Tulman, supra n. 210, at 242-50.
An intake probation officer who perceives that a child has access to meaningful services outside of the delinquency system will be likely to block a prosecution in that child’s case. In essence, the probation officer is considering whether, with appropriate services (other than services from the delinquency system), the parent will be able to control the child and keep the child from running afoul of the law. The probation officer is also considering, of course, whether the child — with access to services outside the delinquency system — will control himself or herself.

If the probation officer is unaware that the child under consideration has a disability, several consequences are likely to follow. One likely consequence is that the probation officer may not be able to understand the child’s behavior and may not be able to judge accurately whether the parent can control the child and whether the child can be self-controlling. If, for example, the child has a receptive language disorder, the child may not understand the questions that the probation officer is asking. Conversely, if the child has an expressive language disorder, the probation officer may not be able to understand the child’s responses or, more to the point, may not understand that the child is unable to convey critically important information. Thus, without realizing a problem, the intake probation officer may actually have missed much information relevant to deciding whether the child’s prosecution should proceed. Even more troubling is the possibility that the probation officer interprets the child’s lack of fluency or failure to communicate as evidence of a negative attitude or an oppositional-defiant personality. The indirect effect, therefore, is that the manifestation of the disability actually increases the likelihood that the probation officer will find the need to proceed with the prosecution.

Another likely consequence of an intake probation officer’s being

219. Id. at 239.
220. An intake probation officer should not recommend pre-trial detention based upon a child’s danger to self unless the child meets the standard for civil commitment to an inpatient facility in the mental health system. A recommendation for preventive detention to protect the child, if the child does not meet the mental health standard, is a per se violation of the least restrictive environment precept of both the special education law and of the delinquency law.
unaware that a child has a disability is that the probation officer will not determine what services the child is receiving, or what services the child may have a right to receive, outside of the delinquency system. Thus, a probation officer may not think to ask about special education services the child is (or should be) receiving in school. Similarly, the child and the parent may not realize that they have a right to receive the special education services and may not independently recognize a self-interest in providing such information to the probation officer. If, moreover, the probation officer has an affirmative duty to seek outside public services and to make such referrals in lieu of initiating a prosecution, the probation officer’s very failure to consider and to recognize that a child has a disability will likely result in an improper prosecution.

As noted above, the function of a probation officer at the pre-disposition (pre-sentencing) stage of a delinquency case is to study the child’s situation and to prepare for the judge a report that contains recommendations for how to “dispose” of the child’s case. In preparing the report, the probation officer should examine the child’s social history, including the circumstances of the child’s family. The probation officer will report, as well, on the child’s previous history of maladaptive behavior, including, most notably, prior adjudications. One would expect an accounting of the child’s adjustment in previous delinquency-system programs. The report should also contain a description of the child’s school history.

One does not often see in pre-disposition reports specific information regarding the child’s eligibility for special education services and the child’s parallel entitlement to extensive related and transition services. Probation officers are remarkably unaware of special education rights and services. Even more rare is an accounting of the child’s academic, vocational, and artistic strengths and associated opportunities for success. In this regard, probation officers reflect in their pre-disposition reports the pervasive (and perverse) mindset of the delinquency system that emphasizes containing, rather than empowering, children. Ironically, probation officers usually overlook the child’s need to experience success and to develop a productive and “legitimate” self-image.

If the child has experienced dramatic and continuous failure in

---
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school and if that failure is a function of undiagnosed and unmet education-related disabilities, the probation officer—at the pre-disposition stage of a delinquency proceeding—could assist the child and the family to arrange for evaluation and for appropriate services. Nearly universally, probation officers do not know that the child is entitled to comprehensive evaluations, at no charge to the family (or to the delinquency system), through the school system. Pre-disposition evaluations undertaken within the delinquency system tend to be cursory clinical evaluations that do not address psycho-educational issues, speech/language, psycho-neurological, and other relevant areas. Thus, without access to critical evaluation information, the probation officer is not in a position to help explain to the child why school has been so frustrating; and, at the same time, the probation officer is not able to help the child understand what the child’s disability is and that the child does have the potential and opportunity to succeed in school (with proper special education services).

Probation officers, in preparing pre-disposition reports, often look for indices of remorse. The child may be developmentally delayed or may have speech/language problems that preclude the child’s responding in the fashion that the probation officer expects. The child’s inability to respond does not, however, necessarily mean that the child is less amenable to rehabilitation or more dangerous than another child. A probation officer who is unaware of education-related disabilities, therefore, may provide in the pre-disposition report to the judge inaccurate and prejudicial conclusions.

If the judge orders at disposition that a child be placed “on probation,” the child will remain in (or be returned to) the community. A probation officer supervises the probation (unless, of course, the probation is “unsupervised”), and the child is ordered by the judge to comply with a set of probationary conditions. Standard conditions of probation include avoiding any additional violations of the law, attending school every day and attending every class, maintaining a curfew, refraining from the use of illegal drugs, reporting regularly to the probation officer, and participating in counseling or in other programs. The judge might also order the child to comply with any other conditions set by the probation officer.

Failure by the child to follow the conditions of probation can result in an action to revoke probation. The probation officer is charged with initiating probation revocation, and the prosecutor is charged with proving in court that the child violated probation.
Although a judge could re-set conditions of probation and order another period of probation, a child whose probation is revoked ordinarily faces incarceration.

The simple requirement that, as a condition of probation, a child attend school -- every day, every class -- is, for many children with undiagnosed and unmet special education needs, an unfair and perhaps impossible condition. In essence, putting a child in an inappropriate classroom may subject the child to unbridled humiliation and uninterrupted frustration. To expect a child to be able to endure that kind of inappropriate placement is often unrealistic. Many children in the delinquency system who have undiagnosed and unmet special education needs have spent, prior to their delinquency involvement, years in inappropriate classrooms experiencing daily failure. Often they have repeated several grades in school without having any explanation for the failure. They assume, usually incorrectly, that they lack the cognitive ability to succeed. In other words, they assume that they are stupid. For adults in the delinquency system to order children in that kind of circumstance to return to school and to attend every class is unconscionable and, perhaps, a violation of the ADA.

Children with disabilities, particularly children who are in the delinquency system, may also be subjected to improper and illegal suspensions or expulsions from school. As described above, separating a child with a disability from school for behavior that is a manifestation of the disability is probably illegal. If a probation officer initiates a probation revocation based upon an illegal suspension or expulsion, the revocation may itself be illegal. Typically, however, probation officers, prosecutors, defense attorneys, and judges are not aware that certain suspensions and expulsions are illegal.

Huge numbers of children are revoked from probation for violating routine conditions of probation. Children miss appointments with probation officers; they miss drug testing; they miss counseling; they miss probation review hearings in court. Probation officers often assume that the child’s failure to attend these various appointments and sessions demonstrates a non-cooperative attitude. Probation officers typically do not consider the possibility -- indeed, they are not aware of the possibility -- that the child is, by virtue of an education-related disability, not able to follow the directions provided by the probation officer in the manner that the directions were provided.

Here’s an example: Johnny has a receptive language disorder. He
does not accurately interpret much of what people say to him. Often he is not aware that he has missed or misinterpreted what was said. The probation officer, unaware of Johnny’s disability, provides the following directions: “Johnny, every other Tuesday, beginning next week, you need to go down to the court and report to room 309 for urine screening, you know, for drugs. If you fail to report, you can be subject to probation revocation for violating the terms of probation. Do you follow me?” Johnny may nod his agreement, indicating that he understood. But he did not understand. Johnny cannot auditorily decipher a sentence that contains twenty-seven words and multiple phrases. He may understand little or nothing of what the probation officer said. He may have misinterpreted, understanding only that he eventually has to return to court and that he is not allowed to use illegal drugs.

Studies apparently do not exist to document the frequency with which children with language-based disabilities who are on probation are revoked and incarcerated. Probation revocation (for violating conditions of probation other than for committing new offenses) accounts for an astoundingly high percentage of incarceration beds in delinquency facilities around the country; a fair estimate is that conditions violations account for between fifteen and twenty-five percent of all juvenile incarceration beds. 223 A fair estimate is that between ten and twenty percent of all juvenile incarceration is, however, the result of discriminatory probation revocation pertaining to children with language-based disabilities.

Delinquency law contains an often-overlooked set of duties that require probation officers to arrange and advocate for placing children in the least restrictive environment and for keeping children out of the delinquency system. 224 These duties emanate in many states from explicit statutory requirements favoring the “least restrictive

223. See e.g. David Steinhart, Pathways to juvenile Detention Reform: Special Detention Cases, Strategies for Handling Difficult Populations 20-21 (The Anne E. Casey Found. #9 1999) (twenty to thirty-five percent of space in juvenile detention centers in Cook County (Chicago, Illinois) and Multnomah County (Portland, Oregon) were for probation revocations for technical violations; probation and parole violations and violations of court orders accounted for forty-two percent of juvenile detention admissions in Virginia in 1996; in Maine in 1995-96, technical violations of probation accounted for forty-two percent of admissions to local detention facilities and fifty-two percent of admissions to regional detention facilities).

224. See generally Tulman, supra n. 210, at 266-68.
environment” or from statutory preferences for maintaining children at home.225 Delinquency caselaw, furthermore, recognizes that labeling a child “delinquent” is not desirable if options consistent with community safety are available outside of the delinquency system.226 To the extent, therefore, that a child’s eligibility for special education services could result in keeping the child out of a delinquency placement or out of the delinquency system altogether, a probation officer may be required, as a matter of delinquency law, to assist the child and the child’s family to arrange and advocate for those services.227

Delinquency law is rooted in the *parens patriae* responsibility of the court.228 This responsibility extends to probation officers who are, in most jurisdictions, court employees and agents of the court.229 Essentially, the *parens patriae* responsibility is to determine and implement, at each point of a delinquency proceeding, whatever is in the best interest of the child.230 A child’s primary legitimate activity is, of course, school. In determining a child’s overall status and needs, a probation officer necessarily must consider the child’s schooling. For a child who apparently has undiagnosed and unmet special education needs, the best interest standard arguably obligates a probation officer to refer the child for a comprehensive evaluation through the school system.

These duties of the probation officer to determine and advocate for placement in the least restrictive environment have not been self-enforcing. Absent assertive advocacy by a defense attorney, a delinquency judge typically will not require proactive work by a

229. But see *Fare v. Michael C.*, 442 U.S. 707, 720 (1979) (determining that probation officer is aligned with state prosecutorial function; tacitly discounting conclusion of California Supreme Court that probation officer exercised *parens patriae* duty to promote child’s rehabilitation). *Id.* at 713-14.
230. See e.g. Frank Sullivan, Jr., *Indiana as a Forerunner in the Juvenile Court Movement*, 30 Ind. L. Rev. 279, 281-82 (1997).
probation officer to determine whether, for example, special education or other services may be available for a child and, if so, whether those services will make continued placement at home a possibility for the child.231

The advent of the ADA, however, may lead courts to recognize and impose an affirmative duty to train probation officers to find services for children who are disabled in order to avoid disproportionate incarceration of those children. Indeed, a principal goal of the ADA is to reduce the over-reliance on institutionalization for people with disabilities, and, as noted above, Title II of the ADA covers state and local agencies, including courts. Thus, one can reasonably conclude that the ADA affirmatively requires delinquency judges and probation officers, consistent with the parens patriae imperative, to avoid unnecessary incarceration of children with disabilities.

A duty to train probation officers to pursue services for children with disabilities and to avoid over-reliance on incarceration should lead to a number of striking changes in the daily operation of the delinquency court. For example, for a child who is eligible for school-based positive behavioral interventions and supports by virtue of a disability recognized under the IDEA, the probation officer would be trained to support the child’s family in their efforts to arrange for that program through the school system. Conversely, if personnel at a juvenile incarceration facility cannot implement the child’s behavior management program (or any other facet of the child’s IEP), the probation officer should arrange and advocate for an alternative that is in the child’s best interest (i.e., a set of services -- and an out-of-home placement, if necessary -- that provides for the child’s special education as well as for the safety of the community).

Under the ADA, the delinquency system should have policies and, as noted above, training of probation officers to accommodate children with disabilities. Because probation officers at the various stages of delinquency proceedings are obligated by statute to investigate the child’s circumstances, the burden is not on the child or on the child’s parents to announce that the child is disabled and that they are requesting accommodations. On the contrary, probation

officers are charged with determining the child’s needs and arranging for services that meet those needs. Thus, examining the *parens patriae* obligation of the delinquency court in light of the requirements of the ADA, one might conclude that probation officers have a duty that is, in essence, analogous to the “child find” provision of the IDEA. Although the court always has been allowed under the IDEA to refer a child to the school system for special education evaluation, the ADA should now make that duty clear. The ADA, furthermore, solidifies for courts and for probation officers a comprehensive duty to accommodate children with disabilities to avoid discriminatory treatment generally and over-reliance on incarceration specifically.

D. **EXAMINING THE ROLE OF THE POLICE OFFICER IN PROCESSING CHILDREN WITH EDUCATION-RELATED DISABILITIES**

A key aspect of a police officer’s job is to investigate alleged crimes or delinquent acts. Along with observing, collecting, and examining physical evidence, investigation involves interviewing witnesses and suspects and, in part, gauging credibility. Based upon interviews and credibility determinations, police officers may decide that a witness is also a suspect or, conversely, that a suspect is merely a witness.

Police officers often are not aware that some of the children whom they interview have disabilities and that the children’s disabilities may be relevant to gauging credibility and to determining who should be a suspect. A child with a speech/language disability may not be able to relate facts in a linear and comprehensible fashion. The child’s ability to communicate effectively may be particularly compromised if the child is under stress and if the person asking questions is not trained to recognize disabilities and to communicate in an appropriate way.

Police officers, like intake probation officers, perform a series of screening functions in the juvenile delinquency system. For certain categories of delinquent conduct, for example, police officers may have a grant of discretion either to arrest or simply to take the child home. In some circumstances, police officers may be authorized to overlook particular types of delinquent conduct altogether. Even after deciding to charge a child with a delinquent act, police officers also have the authority in many jurisdictions to release the child from detention prior to the initial court hearing. In addition, police departments in some
jurisdictions administer delinquency diversion programs.

Police officers are often unaware that some of the children who are the subject of these screening decisions have disabilities and that the children’s disabilities may be relevant to the resolution of the screening decisions. The unintended or otherwise disparate effects may be particularly pronounced in the context of allegedly delinquent conduct that occurs in the school setting.

Case Study: Darryl

The other boys ran away without telling Darryl that they were leaving. Consequently, Darryl, a fourteen-year-old, was the only child left in the neighborhood drug store at 1:30 a.m. on Sunday when the police arrived with the police dogs. Darryl did not realize that the other boys had gone, and he thought that he should continue to collect candy bars from the shelves until someone told him that it was time to go. The dogs bit him, mostly on his arms, until the officers took the dogs off. The police arrested Darryl and kept him locked up for a day and a half, until court on Monday morning. Darryl told the police everything that had happened prior to the burglary, and he gave the police the names of the other boys who had planned the burglary and who had told him what to do. The police did not arrest anyone else. In evaluations at school, Darryl had tested cognitively in the mild mental retardation range. At the time of this arrest, he had no prior adjudications.

The police officers obviously did nothing wrong in arresting Darryl. Indeed, he was caught in the act of committing a burglary, and the police officers acted in the public interest when they entered the drug store and subdued him. Darryl may be malleable and easily subjected to the control of others in part as a function of his cognitive impairment. That possibility, however, does not suggest that the police in any way discriminated by arresting Darryl. This scenario also does not suggest that the police would be discriminating if they did not seek to apprehend the other perpetrators of the burglary.

The law requires, on the other hand, that the police provide opportunities for Darryl that are available to others who are not disabled. The police may be required, for example, to release Darryl prior to the initial hearing; to consider a police diversion program for
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Darryl; to work with other agencies (including the probation department, the prosecutor’s office, and the school system) to ensure that Darryl is not denied opportunities for programs and services that others obtain. If other children who are intellectually higher functioning than Darryl exchange information (e.g., who the other perpetrators were) only upon securing a promise for more lenient treatment, then perhaps the police are required to provide the same type of deal to Darryl, as well.

Case Study: Anna\(^{233}\)

The police stopped Anna on a Monday morning. She was fifteen, and the police stopped her many times during the preceding three years. She never seemed to be in school, and they could find her most days hanging out in the courtyard beside her mother’s apartment or in the video arcade down the street. On this occasion, Anna again explained to the police that the principal and the guidance counselor at her school had not assigned her to any classes and that, when she was in school, she just stayed at the gym or in the office all day. Rather than take her back to school or home yet again, the police took Anna to the court to request that the prosecutor file a truancy charge.

One should consider the significance of Anna’s report to the police and the possibility that Anna has an education-related disability. If, in fact, she hangs out in the office and in the gym at school and school personnel failed to assign her to classes and if, in addition, she has a disability that substantially limits her learning, she is the victim of discrimination based upon disability. School system personnel are obligated under the IDEA to provide a free appropriate public education. Under the ADA, the police department, as a public entity, must not act in a way that allows the deprivation of services, opportunities, and benefits.\(^{234}\) Furthermore, the police must modify policies, practices, or procedures in order to avoid discrimination on the basis of disability.\(^{235}\) In this instance, the act of introducing Anna to the delinquency system may be discriminatory. Regulations promulgated by the Department of Justice to uphold the ADA prohibit

\(^{233}\) Id.


\(^{235}\) See id. at § 35.130(b)(7).
perpetuating the discrimination of another agency.\textsuperscript{236}

\textit{Case Study: Anthony}\textsuperscript{237}

Anthony, aged sixteen, spent eight months in the juvenile incarceration facility following an adjudication for possession of cocaine. He was released from the juvenile incarceration facility to a privately-run, publicly-funded halfway house. Approximately two days after Anthony arrived, another boy at the halfway house, Jackie, tried to take Anthony’s coat. Anthony resisted, and the two boys started pushing each other. Three of the other boys jumped Anthony and helped Jackie beat up Anthony and take his coat. The counselors were upstairs watching television. They did not respond and did not do anything. Anthony figured that he could not rely on the counselors. He also figured that, if he stayed at the halfway house, he would get jumped again and people would continue to take his stuff. Anthony left. The halfway house counselors filled out a form, and Anthony’s caseworker requested a custody order (arrest warrant). The police arrested Anthony at his grandmother’s house two days later and took him back to the juvenile incarceration facility.

In executing the custody order, the police have an opportunity and perhaps an obligation to investigate the circumstances surrounding Anthony’s leaving the group home. Anthony was the victim at the group home of a robbery or, at least, an assault. The failure of personnel at the halfway house to supervise the boys, to investigate the taking of the coat and the fight, and to remedy the situation led to Anthony’s leaving. They compounded the problem by reporting Anthony’s abscondence without reporting the other events that led to his leaving. Anthony may be a child with an emotional, speech/language, or other disability. The police department should have policies and practices that account for the possibility that a child in Anthony’s circumstances is a child with disabilities. (The public youth services agency that contracts with the privately-run halfway house must also be responsible for ensuring that the contractor does not discriminate.) Ultimately, Anthony’s return to incarceration is discriminatory if his victimization is the cause of his flight and his victimization or his inability to report the victimization is, at least in
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part, a function of his disability.

Miranda v. Arizona provides that, for a suspect in their custody whom they seek to interrogate, police must inform the suspect of certain rights, including the right to remain silent and the right to counsel. The suspect, however, may waive the rights. The presence of an attorney who is demanding to see the suspect has no effect, according to Supreme Court precedent, if the suspect (who does not know of the attorney’s presence) has waived the right to counsel. Similarly, the Supreme Court has held that a waiver of Miranda rights by a suspect who is mentally ill may be voluntary if the police did not act improperly or coercively in obtaining the waiver.

Although the United States Supreme Court has refused to create a per se rule requiring the presence of a parent to validate a juvenile’s waiver of Miranda rights, state courts have often suppressed confessions by juveniles obtained by officers who have neglected to comply with a statute requiring notification of the arrested child’s parents. The presence of a parent is an accepted factor in determining, in light of the totality of the circumstances, whether a child has waived the Miranda rights or confessed as a result of coercion. Also, many cases and articles have addressed whether children who are very young or disabled are capable of knowingly, voluntarily, and intelligently waiving Miranda rights. Courts on occasion have suppressed statements made by children based on a finding that a Miranda waiver was invalid because the child was low-functioning or otherwise impaired.
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245. See e.g. In re D.B.X., 638 N.W.2d 449, 453 (Minn. App. 2002); see also McIntyre v. State, 526 A.2d 30, 35-36 (Md. 1987) (reviewing cases regarding significance of parents’ presence in determining whether child waived rights).
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Case Study: Julian

Police responded to a report of a sodomy; a young man alleged that four boys took him across the school playground after track practice and made him perform oral sex on them. Julian was one of the four boys arrested. He was sixteen. The police took him to the station. Julian’s parents learned from the school vice principal that Julian had been arrested. They called their special education attorney. That attorney went to the police station and requested permission to see Julian. The detective in charge of the sodomy investigation told the attorney that Julian had waived his Miranda rights and did not ask to see an attorney. Further, the detective told the attorney that Julian was making a statement and that the police were not going to allow the attorney to see Julian. The attorney then informed the detective in charge of the investigation that Julian is a child with an emotional disturbance. Although Julian’s reading skills are good and his auditory comprehension skills are good, in a stressful situation, Julian will not be able to process what people are saying to him and, without assistance, will not be able to make reliable judgments. The detective refused to let the attorney speak with Julian.

The passage of the ADA may require a pervasive reevaluation by police of its obligations in undertaking the interrogation of children who may be disabled. Under Title II regarding the duties of public entities, police departments may have an affirmative obligation to accommodate children with disabilities whom the police seek to interrogate. Police department policies should no longer reflect an assumption that Supreme Court case law that pre-dated the ADA allows for interrogation, without the presence of an attorney of children, who may be disabled. In Julian’s situation, the attorney informed the detective that Julian had a disability that required an accommodation. Certainly, in that circumstance, the police should have considered the possibility that the lawyer was providing accurate information. Accordingly, they either should have stopped the questioning or accommodated by granting the request by the attorney to see and advise Julian.

247. See supra n. 138.
248. 28 C.F.R. § 35.130.
E. EXAMINING THE ROLE OF THE JUVENILE COURT PROSECUTOR IN PROCESSING CHILDREN WITH EDUCATION-RELATED DISABILITIES

Juvenile prosecutors make decisions about which children to prosecute and what charges to bring. Prosecutors in both criminal and juvenile systems have largely-unfettered discretion to make charging decisions. Indeed, under existing precedents, most prosecutorial decision-making is unreviewable (i.e., courts have ruled in many contexts that defendants cannot challenge the exercise of prosecutorial discretion). Noteworthy exceptions include challenges to prosecutorial decision-making that is discriminatorily selective (i.e., decisions that are allegedly based on racial or other forms of discrimination) and challenges to prosecutorial decision-making that is vindictive (i.e., decisions that are allegedly aimed at chilling the accused’s exercise of a constitutional or other protected legal right).

Prosecutors of delinquency matters are subject to different influences in making charging decisions than prosecutors in criminal cases. Prosecutors litigating adult felony criminal cases, for example, are bound by the Constitution to seek an indictment from a grand jury. This Constitutional requirement of filtering charging decisions through a grand jury of laypeople arguably provides a moderating influence on prosecutorial decision-making. Prosecutors in juvenile delinquency matters are not required to seek indictments through the grand jury process and do not, consequently, encounter the same moderating influence in their charging decisions.

Delinquency prosecutors have a significant set of obligations, on the other hand, that criminal prosecutors do not. Like judges, juvenile court prosecutors have a common law and, in many jurisdictions, a statutory duty to evaluate and promote the best interests of a child who is accused of committing, or adjudicated as having committed, a delinquent act.249 As a practical matter, on the other hand, this duty is not commonly referenced and discussed, much less enforced, in the delinquency court.

In addition to their theoretical obligation to guard the best interests of the accused child, prosecutors in delinquency court are

responsible, of course, for protecting the community from deviant
offenders. Less well known, but also common, is the prosecutorial
responsibility to advance the position and interests of governmental
agencies that deal with children charged with delinquent acts. To the
extent that a juvenile prosecutor also represents governmental agencies
charged with detaining and treating children, the prosecutor may have a
conflict of interest and, moreover, may be running afoul of federal laws
passed to protect people, including children, with disabilities. Indeed,
if the governmental agencies are not serving the child adequately due
to, for example, insufficient resources, the prosecutor may be
concurrently defending the agencies’ actions or inactions while also, in
theory, promoting the child’s best interest (e.g., a need for more
services). The failure to provide prevention and treatment also has a
negative impact upon the safety of the community. Thus, the
prosecutorial role, as currently constituted and executed, contains
several potential conflicts.

One solution to the problem of prosecutorial conflicts is to
separate the responsibilities by requiring that attorneys for the state and
local youth services agencies, rather than prosecutors, represent those
agencies in delinquency court. Separating the roles in that fashion
would free the prosecutor to advocate for preventive and treatment
services that would be in the child’s interest and that would serve also
the community’s interest in promoting safety. Similarly, prosecutors
could seek information from intake probation officers regarding
whether children presented for prosecution are in, or may qualify for,
special education. Based upon that information, prosecutors could
raise questions about whether children with education-related
disabilities are receiving appropriate special education services.

As discussed above in the overview presentation regarding
coverage of the ADA, all state and local governmental entities are
subject under Title II of the ADA to the requirements of non-
discrimination and reasonable accommodation of people with
disabilities. Prosecutors, therefore, must not discriminate against
people with disabilities in making charging and other decisions.
Further, prosecutors have an affirmative duty to provide equal access
for people with disabilities to governmental benefits, services, and
programs.

To comply with this broad mandate, persons who direct state and local prosecutorial offices should consider options for training regarding disabilities. Fundamentally, prosecutors should become aware through such training that, among the people whom police present for possible prosecution, a high percentage are people with disabilities. In addition, training should address with particularity ways in which the decisions to arrest and to charge may affect people with disabilities unfairly.

Prosecutors should avoid prosecuting children with disabilities for school-based offenses (e.g., assaults, property crimes, drug possession offenses) at a rate that is disproportionate when compared with children who are not disabled. Indeed, in some circumstances, a prosecutor arguably should not pursue a case arising from a school-based incident regarding a child with education-related disabilities. If, for example, a child who is learning disabled and emotionally disturbed is entitled to receive through the school, but is not receiving, psychological counseling and an appropriate behavior management plan, a prosecutor might be well-advised to hesitate to pursue a misdemeanor delinquency case of destruction of school property.

Based upon the obligations imposed by the ADA to avoid discrimination against children with disabilities who may be subject to delinquency prosecution, prosecutors may need to re-think applications of case law regarding many facets of criminal procedure and the operation of the delinquency court. In light of the ADA, for example, prosecutors might consider what would constitute selective prosecution of people with disabilities (e.g., disproportionately charging children with disabilities in school-based incidents). Similarly, prior to deciding whether to prosecute a child with disabilities for a school-based incident, a prosecutor might investigate whether school personnel neglected to provide special education services requested by the child and by the child’s parents; prosecutors might research whether prosecuting the child in such circumstances would constitute vindictiveness.

Other areas of delinquency or criminal procedure implicate the prosecutor’s responsibility to re-examine assumptions regarding the meaning of existing precedents. The application of the law regarding waiver of rights by children is one such area. A prosecutor, mindful of the ADA, might challenge the ordinary application of case law regarding a child’s apparent decision to waive the right to defense counsel. Similarly, a prosecutor might analyze in a different light,
considering the ADA, whether a child’s apparent waiver of the right to trial is an informed waiver of a known right.

As discussed above in the section regarding how police officers handle Miranda waivers, several U.S. Supreme Court rulings are based upon assumptions that may require re-examination in light of the dictates of the ADA. This duty to re-examine is the province of defense attorneys, prosecutors, and judges. The holding in Colorado v. Connelly,\textsuperscript{251} for example, is that a Miranda waiver made by a man with mental illness was not “involuntary,” in that police officers did not coerce the waiver.\textsuperscript{252} Prosecutors may need to revisit their application of that holding and consider whether police officers must accommodate -- by discontinuing the Miranda warnings and the interrogation process -- an accused person who, due to an apparent or perhaps obvious mental illness, is hallucinating.

Prosecutors could address their obligation to promote the best interest of children by, among other things, keeping records of their cases and by matching, on the one hand, information regarding which children are disabled with, on the other hand, what decisions are made by the prosecution. For example, prosecutors could record which children facing prosecution are disabled and correlate that information with whom the prosecutors ultimately decide to charge. Prosecutors could keep track also of their responses to pre-trial motions to suppress statements, enquiring of intake probation officers and defense attorneys -- and then recording -- whether the child who allegedly waived Miranda rights and made the statement is or is not disabled. Prosecutors should adjust their responses to motions to suppress statements according to relevance and impact of disabilities on the child’s ability to waive rights and the degree to which a child with disabilities may be more amenable to police coercion during interrogation.

Prosecutors could scrupulously record dismissals and diversions they initiate (and agree not to oppose), as well as offers made in plea bargaining. The prosecutors would need to determine whether ordinarily they have been inclined to be more lenient in their dealings regarding children who are not disabled. Conversely, prosecutors should challenge themselves to offer in these dealings reasonable accommodations to facilitate, for example, the entry into diversion

\textsuperscript{251} 479 U.S. 157 (1986).
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programs of children who are disabled. Finally, prosecutors could track disposition and post-disposition advocacy in order to effect equal access for children with disabilities to community-based treatment options.

Each category of prosecutorial decision-making (i.e., charging decisions; responses to pre-trial motions; dismissals, diversions, and plea offers; accommodations for entry into programs; advocacy regarding incarceration) supplies myriad opportunities for prosecutors unintentionally to deny benefits to children with disabilities that are provided to children who are not disabled. By keeping track of these decisions while, at the same time, investigating which children are disabled, prosecutors will be taking important steps to monitor and adjust their decision-making so as not to violate the ADA’s prohibition against discrimination and mandate to provide equal benefits.

F. EXAMINING THE ROLE OF THE JUVENILE COURT JUDGE IN PROCESSING CHILDREN WITH EDUCATION-RELATED DISABILITIES

Any judge would know to appoint a sign language interpreter for a criminal defendant or a delinquency respondent who is deaf and who uses sign language to communicate. Without special training, however, regarding the ADA and regarding the nature of expressive and receptive language disorders, a judge is unlikely to be aware of the need to accommodate children with language-based disabilities. One can speculate that the percentage of children in the delinquency court who are affected by such disorders is high and, correspondingly, that the current awareness of this problem by judges is low. This unmet need to accommodate children with language-processing problems could require, by itself, a wholesale change to the juvenile court. Indeed, the problem, if it can be demonstrated, must exist at every stage of a delinquency proceeding, from intake and detention through probation and parole (aftercare) revocation.

Juvenile court judges detain children who appear to be dangerous or who appear to present a risk of flight. Appearances, of course, can be deceiving. For example, a child who has difficulty in listening, thinking, and speaking as a result of disabilities might appear to a judge to be aloof, evasive, or hostile. Similarly, a judge who is unaware that a particular child is mentally retarded might perceive that the child is disinterested in the proceedings. In casual, off-the-record
conversations, judges occasionally will confide that a decision to lock up a child was necessary because the child “had an attitude” in court or because the child “obviously didn’t care about what he had done.” Regarding children with disabilities, these characterizations are likely to be erroneous, and the judgments they generate, therefore, are likely to be unjust.

An objective assessment of dangerousness begins with a child’s record of prior, demonstrably dangerous acts. A child who has committed two armed assaults is demonstrably more dangerous than a child who has committed two property offenses. For children with equivalent records, though, what factors produce detention for one child and release for another? Most judges and probation officers would say that “social factors,” primarily the quality and reliability of parental and school-based control, determine which children the judges detain and which children the judges release. If social science researchers, however, conducted studies in which they controlled for previous records of delinquency and controlled, as well, for the social factors, one could determine whether a statistically-significant disparity in detention rates exists for children with language-based disabilities.

Judges commonly consider failure to attend school as a factor that supports, along with other facts and circumstances, a finding of dangerousness or even of likely non-appearance by a child at a subsequent court hearing. To the extent, however, that children with disabilities may be disproportionately out of school, consideration of this factor may have a discriminatory impact. Indeed, children with disabilities may be forced out, kicked out, and may drop out in higher percentages than children who are not disabled. On the other hand, children who are not in school may, in fact, be at higher risk for law violations than children who are attending school regularly. These variations provide more impetus for researchers to study whether non-attendance at school as a factor for determining detention of allegedly delinquent children is discriminatory as applied to children with education-related disabilities.

A more troubling case may be, ironically, the case of the child with disabilities whom the judge releases but orders to attend school. That child may be assigned to a school at which the principal will not accept the child back; or the school personnel may fail to accommodate the child’s learning needs. If the child consequently does not attend, a subsequent order of detention by the judge (based upon a finding that the child violated the judge’s release order) could be discriminatory.
Lawyers and, *a fortiori*, judges are a select and elite group in regard, particularly, to the ability to use and manipulate language. As trial advocates, lawyers cross-examine and challenge witnesses’ credibility. For this reason, primarily, defense attorneys for children accused of committing delinquent acts are extremely reluctant to put their clients on the witness stand and to subject those children to cross-examination by prosecutors and credibility judgments by judges. As suggested in a previous section of this article, defense attorneys may also be mistakenly interpreting manifestations of children’s language-based disabilities as a lack of credibility. If a defense attorney investigated and determined that a child client had a language-based disability that affected the child’s ability to testify, the attorney would then be in a position to advise the child more effectively. Indeed, the attorney would also be in a position to put on one or more fact witnesses and expert witnesses to testify about the child’s disability and, in that way, to provide a context for the child’s testimony.

*Case Study: Ben* \(^{253}\)

Ben was present at an armed robbery. The robber was an adult whom Ben knew from the neighborhood. The robber, at knifepoint, stuck up an affluent man and woman as they emerged from their car. Ben was standing nearby. As the robber confronted the couple, Ben said to them, “You do what he say. He means what he’s doin.” The police arrested Ben, and the prosecutor charged him as an aider and abettor. Ben tried to tell his court-appointed defense attorney that he was not involved in the robbery. He claimed that he was just trying to warn the couple that they should not doubt the robber’s propensity to commit violence if frustrated or thwarted in his aims. (Ben did not use those precise words.)

The defense attorney did not believe Ben’s story and was not intending to put Ben on the witness stand. Aware that Ben had been arrested and charged with a serious offense, Ben’s special education advocate approached the defense attorney and explained that Ben had been diagnosed through an evaluation at school with a severe expressive and receptive language disorder. In light of this information and buoyed by the advocate’s vouching for Ben’s character, the defense attorney reassessed the previous determination that Ben was

\(^{253}\) See *supra* n. 138.
lying about his involvement in the robbery. The special education advocate produced a potential witness, a tutor with special education expertise who was working individually with Ben. The tutor was in a position to testify regarding Ben’s difficulties with arranging words and speaking in clear, well-organized sentences.

Assuming that Ben’s defense attorney decided to call the tutor as a witness, one could anticipate that the prosecutor might object to the testimony. The trial judge would likely have to determine whether the proffered testimony was relevant and material to the armed robbery charge and to Ben’s defense. The defense attorney could claim that the prosecutor’s objection was also discriminatory. The judge then would have to rule on that claim of discrimination. The defense attorney could also ask the court, prior to trial, to appoint an expert on language-based disorders to review and to screen the prosecutor’s cross-examination questions for Ben. These possibilities raise intriguing questions for judges, in light of the mandates and the broad applicability of the ADA.254

Notwithstanding allegiance to the neutrality of their role, judges continue, at least on occasion, to display their oral communication talents in the courtroom and to judge others based, at least in part, on listening acuity and on oral presentation. Judges might feel particularly free, for example, to question and disarm a youngster at a disposition hearing when the child’s legal defenses have been defeated and when the judge must determine what is in the child’s best interest.

Exacting promises from the child is a standard part of the dialogue between judges and children at a disposition hearing. The judge may say, “So, Johnny, following this disposition, you are going to start going to school, isn’t that right?” Even that seemingly simple and straightforward question may be difficult to understand for a child who is disabled. Furthermore, whether or not a defense attorney prepared Johnny for that question and for other questions, Johnny may understand only that he must agree with the judge. Johnny’s comprehension may be at its lowest, moreover, when he is under pressure and stress; he may not have access, at that stressful moment, to the parts of his brain that process language.

254. In fact, the prosecutor did not object to the tutor’s testimony. The defense attorney did not request a pre-screening of the prosecutor’s questions by an expert. The judge acquitted Johnny. The defense attorney was convinced that the tutor’s testimony was a pivotal factor in gaining the acquittal.
In the process of accepting a guilty plea from a child, a judge must be satisfied that the child is knowingly waiving the various rights that surround a delinquency trial. Ostensibly to ensure that the child is exercising decision-making that meets that knowing-waiver standard, the judge is required to engage the child in a colloquy or dialogue. Typically, that exchange involves the judge’s asking the child a series of “yes” or “no” questions. In each question, the judge describes a particular right, then asks the child if the child understands the right (“yes” or “no”) and if the child intends to give up that right (“yes” or “no”). One might conjecture that the usual reliance on “yes-no” questions often results in unknowing waivers of rights by children. Also, one can assume that children with disabilities are more likely than children who are not disabled to follow unwittingly the “yes-no” questioning.

Case Study: Darren

Darren was incarcerated in the juvenile prison for four years following an adjudication for murder. Darren has language-based learning disabilities. Darren’s performance IQ far exceeds his verbal IQ, and Darren has great difficulty processing what people say to him. Counselors at the juvenile prison reported that Darren had behaved admirably, well within the rules, for a long time. These counselors and their supervisors in the executive branch youth agency were recommending release for Darren to a halfway house. The judge who conducted the murder trial and who sentenced Darren was also responsible for determining whether to release Darren to the halfway house.

At the hearing to determine whether to release Darren, the judge engaged in the following colloquy with Darren:

Judge: Now, if I let you go, I don’t know whether I would feel OK about meeting up with you, let’s say, in a dark alley.

Darren: What?

Judge: What I’m saying, young man, is that I would be concerned about what you would do?

Darren: Huh? I got no reason to do nothing to you.
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Judge: But if you *did* have a reason, then you would do something. Is that right?

Darren: I guess so.

The judge denied the request to release Darren.

VI. CONCLUSION

This article does not provide a social scientific defense of the conclusions that decision-making by school personnel, police officers, probation officers, lawyers, and judges is discriminatory. Nor does the article prove that decision makers are ignorant regarding disability laws and regarding the existence and prevalence of disabilities among children in the delinquency system. Indeed, one purpose of this article is to encourage and perhaps motivate social scientists to generate survey data and other research leading to scholarship that defines and documents the degree to which these problems exist. By presenting, with some degree of precision, the points at which potentially discriminatory decisions are made, this article should facilitate such studies. In addition, one hopes that the descriptions of these decision points and of the unintended consequences that flow from these decisions will provide the immediate impetus for school system and delinquency system personnel to revamp policies and practices. Further, one might anticipate that school system and delinquency system administrators would conclude, based on the descriptions in this article, that a substantial need exists to engage in comprehensive training regarding both disability awareness and the dictates of relevant laws.

Federal law prohibits all state and local government entities from discriminating against people with disabilities, including education-related disabilities. In processing children into and through the delinquency system, however, police officers, prosecutors, probation and parole officers, and judges remain generally unaware of the existence and impact of education-related disabilities. Defense attorneys who represent children are largely unaware of their clients’ education-related disabilities and the practical and legal consequences of those disabilities in the context of delinquency prosecutions and dispositional placements. Essentially, adults who run the delinquency system have not yet begun to comply with the federal law that prohibits disability discrimination.
This article suggests that much of the decision making relating to children in the delinquency system has a discriminatory impact and violates federal laws. One can state as a matter of law that school system personnel must know and follow the dictates of the IDEA and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act. By the same token, delinquency system personnel performing educational duties (e.g., running schools for incarcerated children) must follow the IDEA and Section 504. In other duties, as well, delinquency system personnel must comply with Title II of the ADA. Likewise, school system personnel must comply with the ADA. Yet, due to ignorance of disabilities and of the governing law, neglect of specific duties, and failure to establish policies and practices (including training), many school system and delinquency system personnel and officials routinely violate these laws.

Unmasking the discriminatory impact against children with disabilities in the school system and in the delinquency system holds the potential for significant changes in both systems. By meeting with greater regularity the objective of educating children appropriately, in accordance with the law, school system and delinquency system personnel can reduce the flow of children with disabilities into the delinquency system. Ultimately, those changes should lead, in turn, to obtaining a broader goal: a society that nurtures and promotes productive young adults.

Ultimately, one hopes that, as a result of heightened awareness of the impact of education-related disabilities and of the mandates of anti-discrimination laws, school-system and delinquency-system officials will uniformly shift the perspectives and alter the assumptions underlying their daily decisions. If so, one would expect a decline in the disproportionate representation in the delinquency system of children with disabilities and a coincident decline in overall rates of incarceration for children.